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ABSTRACT
We have applied the shell model and extended shell
model (ot quasiparticle model) to the calculation of spectra,
transition probabilities of the calcium isotopes and the
7
hyperfragment .^ He .
In Chapter 1 we review the forces used and also the
basis for the shell model through the usual Hartree-Fock
theory incorporating the Brueckner G matrix. The calculations
in Chapter 2 were used as a basis for comparison with later
chapters. Here we used the shell model in its simplest form 
42for Ca . The various forces used presents similar results,
(28)except for the Tabakin force. The peculiar behaviour is
discussed. Following this, we apply the extended shell model 
in Chapter 3 and 4 to the calcium isotopes. The gain is 
slight. The E2 rates were enhanced, sometimes overenhanced. 
The difficulty of involving both neutrons and protons is not 
overcomed.
7In the final chapter, the hyperfragment ^He is examined 
as to theoretical evidence for the existence of an isomeric 
state. Our calculation favours this. A cluster model 
approach is also suggested for further study of this system.
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CHAPTER 1
A. INTRODUCTION
One of the basic aims in nuclear physics calculations 
is to predict various nuclear properties from a knowledge 
of the basic nucleon-nucleon interactions. The interactions 
are most commonly interpreted in terms of a two-body poten­
tial V . .. In nuclear physics, we then need to solve the 
1
many body Schrodinger e q u a t i o n .
P .2
H¥ E [Z - + ~ E V. .]y = E¥, (1.1). 2M . 2 .. i] 'l 13 J
where the symbols have their well known meanings. In fact,
the Hamiltonian H should contain a term to represent many-
body forces , which are not obtainable from free nucleon- 
nucleon scattering data. This extra term is usually neglected 
on the grounds that we know so little about many-body forces, 
not counting the increase in complexity that would be in­
volved in solving the Schrodinger equation. Various met 
(2 3 4)methods ' ' have been used to determine the nucleon-
nucleon (NN) potential. From theoretical considerations and
(2)experimental results , the one pion exchange model seems 
to account quite well for the tail end of the NN potential, 
but other boson exchanges seem necessary to account for 
effects due to the NN potential at shorter distances. Experi­
mentally, the isotropy of the p-p differential cross section 
(5)up to 400 MeV leads to the surmise that the S wave phase 
shift goes negative at about 250 MeV. This behaviour can be
-6-
interpreted in terms of strong repulsions in the NN poten­
tial at short distances. Another manifestation is the 
ordering of the phases 6 (^P2)>5 (^PQ ) > 6 (^P^) for greater 
than 100 MeV laboratory energy. This feature can be
(6)explained by the introduction of an L*S spin orbit force .
(2)From these and other features of the NN scattering data,
the scalar and vector boson exchange were added to the pions
to produce semi-phenomenological NN potentials. Impetus for
( 3 ) 'such studies came with D. Wong's success in obtaining good
agreement with observed cross sections, polarisations and
correlation parameters. O t h e r s f o l l o w i n g  suit also had
successes in getting results which agreed well with data.
These NN potentials had specific types of velocity-dependence,
- . (4)
and the application by D. Kiang, M. A. Preston and P. Yip 
in the calculation of nuclear matter indicated that such 
potentials give saturation at a reasonable density. How­
ever, their estimate for the compressibility for nuclear 
matter gave a value of about 4 00 MeV which is in disagreement 
with values generally quoted. But since the compressibility 
is not too well determined experimentally, their rough 
estimate reflects very little on the validity of their poten­
tial. The outlook on this approach to the NN potential is 
still uncertain. We have only mentioned the few successes 
but they in no way are superior to the pure phenomenological 
approach other than in an aesthetic sense.
As a quite different approach, phenomenological poten­
tials have also been p r o d u c e d ^ ^ ^ ^  in abundance. From
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very general invariance principles such as rotational 
invariance, parity, charge independence, etc., the general 
form of the potential can be written down as
V = V 1 (r,p,a1 ,a2 ,L,S) + V 2 (r,p,a1 ,a2 ,L,S)t1 «t2 (1.2)
where
Vi = vc1(r'p) + Va1 (r'p)ol ‘a 2 + vT1 (r,p)S1 2
+ VL1 (r,p)L-S + V* (rjpjc^p o2*p
/N  / \
S 1 2 = 3a1*r a2r “ al *a 2 *
The potential has spin, tensor, spin-orbit and essentially
quadratic spin orbit, terms. The last term of is
(3)related to the quadratic spin orbit term . Forms of
V (r,p) are diverse, with the salient feature that they 
become strongly repulsive at short distances ^0.3 or 0.4F. 
This has been achieved in three main ways: (1) V (r,p) is 
given explicit velocity dependence in a specific way
(Razavy^^, Green^^ ) ; (2) V (r,p) = V (r) , but contain a
, . (10,11,14) (12,13) ,hard core , or a soft core ; and (3) the
(28)use of separable potentials
A typical example of a phenomenological hard core
(14)potential is the Hamada-Johnston potential. The core
radius is 0.48F and they manage to obtain a very good over­
all fit to pp and np data up to 3 00 MeV.
With any of the above mentioned potentials, the
solving of the many--body Schrodinger equation is still
(15)highly complex . The inherent nature of Man to look
for simplifications has led through the years through
approximately solving the Schrodinger equation to the
multitude of nuclear models. These models, each in their
own right explain some features of the data on nuclear
structure. To review the successes and failings of
all these"models would be a formidable task and outside
the scope of this thesis and the competence of the author.
We will however be employing in the main the shell
model. Experimental evidence in support of this model
in its most naive form ranges from the existence of shell
closure at 'magic numbers' to magnetic moments which lie
within the predicted Schmidt lines. Inclusion of residual
interactions (more will be said about this further on) go
some way to explaining excitation spectra. Essentially,
the model has an independent particle structure. In its
most naive form, a central force U. is introduced such
1
that we can solve the auxialiary Schrodinger equation.
E (T. + U. ) <J> = e <f> (1.3)
^ i .i va era
whence the nuclear problem becomes
E(T. + U.) + (1 EvV. EU.) ¥ = E¥. (1.4)
1 l Sr . . in -. 1l 2 i] J l
One hopes that by a suitable choice of lb , one can make the
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second term small, so that perturbation theory may be 
applied meaningfully. The second term is usually called 
the residual interaction and difficulties arises if V.. 
has a hard core. We will return to this problem after 
introducing the Hartree-Fock a p p r o a c h ^ , which also 
gives a prescription for determining tL . It suffers from 
the singularity of hard core forces, but as will be seen 
later, this difficulty can be overcomed in principle using 
the Brueckner theory. Let us first assume has no
singularities. The Hartree-Fock method introduces the
(17)single particle Hamiltonian (in second quantised notation )
Hsc = E [ T b + £ (ctY' |v|BY'-Y'e)]C^C (1.5)
a $ y '
where the prime on the summation index signifies summation 
over filled levels only and
Z (ay 1 | V| 3y1-y 1 3) E £ (ay 1 I v| 3y 1) “ (ay 1 | v| y 1 3) = (a | U | 3) . 
y » • Y 1
W7e then have from (1 .1 )
H = HSC+ i 0k (“6 lV l ^ ) < C + C  C - 5 (a|u|B)C+C (1.6)
2 a3y<5 1 a3
Solution for the Hartree-Fock basis is equivalent to 
demanding Hgr be diagonal,i.e .
T + (alul3) = e 6 0 (1.7)a3 1 1 a a3 •
Comparing with (1.3), the' central potential is
(ot |U | 3) = Z (ay 1 | V | 3y 1 -y ' 3) (1.8)
y '
and the residual interaction is also given.
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A major objection to presenting the basis for the
shell model as above arises from the strong repulsion of
the NN potential at short distances. Because of this
repulsion (represented by a hard core), the matrix elements
(a3 |v|y6 ) tend to infinity since the .wavefunctions ^a (r)
are non-zero until they reach the origin of relative
coordinates whereas the 'true1 wavef unction \p (r) would tendra
to zero at the hard core radius. Of course, if V is a
smooth or even a soft core potential, this difficulty will
not arise. Various methods have been proposed to overcome
(18)this, the foremost, being the Brueckner method. He
suggests the replacement of V by a smooth reaction matrix 
G, which obeys an integral equation.
G = V + V — G. (1.9)e
Q is the Pauli operator which forbids two nucleons 
scattering into already occupied states, and e an energy 
denominator. In analogy with scattering theory of free 
particles (where Q=l), G will be a smooth function without 
singularities. The solution of this equation then depends 
on methods like the Scott-Moszkowski separation distance 
method and the Bethe, Brandow and Petschek^^ reference
spectrum method.
We now have our generalised Hartree-Fock method where 
we have to solve the following equations self consistently:
-11-
Fig. 1 Correlated ip and Hartree-Fock 6 functions in r a ‘a
relative coordinate for a hard core force.
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T + (a I U I 3) = £ < 5 d (1.10)
a3 a a3
(a|U|3) = 1 (ay'|g |3t'"Y'3) (1.11)
Y 1
(a3|G|y ^) = (a3|V + V  ^  G|y6) (1.12)
1
I e C C +
a a a 2
a
+ 1Z e C C +a a a 2a
e
This then transforms our nuclear Hamiltonian to the form
Z (aB|Giy6 ) c V RC C - Z (a|u|(3)ct 
aBy<5 p ' aB p
Z (aB | v | y 6 ) c’J’cRC -C (1.13)
aByS P 7
where again the prime on the summation index (1 .1 1 ) denotes 
only summation over filled levels and v is the residual 
interaction.
Another point arises concerning the residual inter­
action and the single particle Hartree-Fock (HF) energies.
(21) (22)If one solves the HF equations as Svenne , Davis et al.
and others have done (albeit using non-singular forces), 
then the problem is well defined. But as one is wont to, 
if one assumes the equations to be solved in principle, then 
the single particle energies are assumed to be obtainable 
experimentally, whereas the residual interaction becomes less 
well defined.
In our calculations, we will assume the residual inter­
action to be various potentials fitted to nuclear properties 
as well as one which is fitted to free nucleon-nucleon 
scattering phases. These potentials are to be taken in the 
spirit of the Scott-Moszkowski separation method in that
-13-
they are representative of the long range part of a 
singular.potential after the separation into the short 
range Vg has been made. (See discussion further on with 
respect to the- Kallio Kolltveit potential.) Another way 
of looking at it is as a first order perturbation calcula­
tion in the G matrix, i.e.
G = G + V 0 + ___s £
the dots signify higher order terms with Pauli correction,
spectral correction, etc., where the separation distance
is chosen such that Gg = 0  and the higher order terms are
neglected, so that' G & V^. There is no good general
justification for assuming the residual interaction as
above except perhaps in some cases of isotopes not far from
doubly closed shells, e.g. He^, 0^, Ca^. The idea is
that since the HF energies are obtained from closed shell
plus one valence nucleon, the addition of another should
not alter the self consistent field considerably and that
the extra core particle interactions will be predominantly
the reaction matrix G force. One assumes that the HF wave-
functions are expanded in a complete set of Harmonic
oscillator functions, but the expansion being truncated for
(21 22 23)calculational reasons. Calculation by- the HF method ' '
have shown that the HF functions contain higher principal 
quantum number harmonic oscillator functions thus reducing 
the strength of the dominant harmonic oscillator function.
-14-
Despite this result, we will use the dominant harmonic oscil­
lator expansion approximation for our HF function. One could 
think of this as a first iteration. The Kuo and Brown w o rk^^ 
have shown at least in energy calculations with the Hamada 
Johnston force the dominant oscillator function approximation 
is reasonable in that it does give a sensible self consistency 
check on the single particle energies. This seems to indicate 
that so long as one is appealing to experimental data for the 
HF single particle energies, the dominant oscillator function 
(or maybe better still a Wood Saxon function) is a good approxi 
mation to the HF function.
. Our object has been twofold; essentially to compare 
the few potentials listed in part B in Shell Model calculations 
and also to observe possible improvements, if any, by applying 
the Quasiparticle Shell Model. The latter essentially takes 
Pairing correlations into account by transforming
the Hamiltonian to non-interacting quasiparticles using the
(25)Bogoliubov-Valatm transformation. Reinstating residual
quasiparticle interactions give rise to excitation spectra, 
as in the Shell Model. This method is also .useful for con­
sidering many valence nucleons (of the same kind) in a simple 
manner as well as inclusion of the core particles. The
general philosophy and method of the Quasiparticle model
(26)has been propounded by A. Migdal using Greens function
(21)techniques. We will however follow others in presenting
the method.
In Part B of this Chapter is listed the potentials
we have used as residual interactions. In Chapter 2, we
4 2 .calculate the even parity spectra of Ca using the simplest
Shell Model technique and considering only the valence neutrons".
Similar techniques are applied in Chapter 5 in calculations
7
concerning the hypernucleus AHe in which particle-hole mixing 
is included. The Quasiparticle method is introduced in 
Chapters 3 and 4 and used to calculate the Ca isotope spectra 
and that of Ti respectively.
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B. POTENTIALS -
We now present potentials we have used in our calcu­
lations as residual interactions. In Part A we have given 
reasons why they may not be entirely successful choices as 
residual interactions and we should therefore allow some 
of their parameters to be.adjustable, although some justi­
fication for their use in the cases to be considered has been
given. The other reason for choosing them is that they are -
(28)varied, although none of them except the Tabakin force
contain tensor or spin orbit components.
1. YUKAWA POTENTIAL
. This potential shape is well known, and it has been
used by many other workers . We have used it in the form
ST e""^ rv = 0  V  ---:o yr
where Vq and y were varied in the calculations performed for
7 STthe hyperfragment AHe (Chapter 5). The 0 were taken from
(29)Soper's J earlier work as representative for light nuclei,
name ly
0£T = W + BP - HP - MP P a t a t
with W = 0.4, B = 0.17, H = 0.1, M = 0.33.
P^ are spin and .isospin projection operators with eigenvalue 
(-)‘^ 1 . The final results for Vo and y used in C a ^  calcu­
lations are
-17-
V = -24 MeV o
y = 0.855 f ”1.
The radial shape for the potential is drawn in figure 2.
2. VOLKOV POTENTIAL
This is a soft core effective potential made up as 
a sum of two gaussians. The force was introduced by A. B. 
V o l k o v i n  equilibrium deformation calculations for p shell 
nuclei. From the sets of parameters presented we have used 
his best fit set I,
2 ' -r 2
V = (1 - M + MP-.) (V e ar + V e )M a r
with V = -83.34 MeV a = 0.391 F ~ 2
a
V = 144.86 MeV 3 = 1.49 F~ 2 
r •
M = 0 .6 .
4 16This set gives the binding energies of He and 0 as
28.01 MeV and 14 4.27 MeV compared to the experimental values
28.20 MeV and 127.16 MeV respectively. It also fits the low
energy scattering data reasonably in S states. Because of
. (31)this, it gives very similar results to the Kallio-Kolltveit 
force as we shall see, if we only consider the relative S 
state contributions from the Volkov force.
3. P2 FORCE
The P2 force has been used frequently in nuclear 
physics calculations. It is a model force and used to enhance
-18-
A L S
V w
n-
the long range part of a central potential. We take it to be
2 2
ST rl r2
v = cr ( 4t tX ) — ------- P2 (cos012).
b
° STThe parameters to be fitted are 0 and X; oscil^ -ator
parameter introduced for convenience. In our calculations we
have added this force to the Volkov force and varied X for
42the shell model fit to Ca (Chapter 2). The two particle
matrix element for this force is given in Appendix B.
(31)4. KALLIO-KOLLTVEIT POTENTIALv '
This hard core force is fitted to S wave NN scat­
tering data. To eliminate the difficulty encountered with
hard core forces when using Shell Model functions, Scott 
(19)and Moszkowski have introduced a separation method for
dealing with this. The technique involves separating the
interaction into a short range Vg and a long range part.
(32)The separation point may be found m  several ways all
leading to the result that the energy matrix only depends
on the long range part of the interaction in first order
perturbation expansion. The main feature is that the
(19)(27)(32)
separation distance is energy dependent , but
.u. -u • ^(31) (24) ...an average distance may sometime be assumed. with
(34)little loss of accuracy in the matrix elements , since we 
have already assumed various other approximations like oscil­
lator functions for Hartree-Fock functions. Kallio-Kolltveit 
have used this prescription and applied it to shell model
calculations. Their potential is
V = 00 , r < c
= -V exp(-y(r-c)),r > c.
The parameters are
V (MeV) y(F_1) c (F) d (F)O b
Singlet 330.8 2.4021 0.4 1.025
Triplet 475.0 2.5214 0.4 0.925
where d is the separation distance calculated for two
O
particles moving, with average relative energy in an oscillator
1 -1 (33)well.
. Calculations with this potential were compared to
42that of Volkov's in. relative S state only, for Ca . The 
singlet shape of the potential is shown in figure 2 .
5. TABAKIN POTENTIAL * 28^
Although there are various phenomenological poten-
(2)(12)(14)tials which fit scattering data , we chose this
potential as it was introduced for the purposes of Hartree- 
Fock and Shell Model calculations. It was also introduced 
as the long range part of a 'true potential' in the Scott- 
Moszkowski sense i.e.
V = VR + VT
where V is the core part which produces no net phase shifts, 
and VT produces the two body phase shifts (and corresponds to
>21-
V ). VT is a smooth non local potential and separable.
It was determined to match the S, P, D wave nucleon-nucleon 
phase parameters up to 30 0 MeV. The potential is
V(r|r’) = aJ £1t L h r) L . P r,) + Ka£(r) i
where a = (JTS) and Y™ is a normalised eigenstate of J and J ,
CL 36 Z
{~\ = V m n a ~ m
~ mtm S ™s |jM).Y£hr) x /  PT
JO. S
and projects out eigenstates of total isospin T and T . M 
is the nucleon mass. Tabakin has used the momentum functions
9a£(k> = t (kr) ^aZ (r) k h k
o
where j^(kr) are Spherical Bessel functions, and a similar
transform for h „(k). The forms of the functions are given at
in Table 1, and the parameters in Table 2.
In Appendix B, we derive the integrals G 0 and H Q
Ct 36 CL a,
needed for the evaluation of the two body matrix elements
for this force. They were numerically computed for n up to 4
and are given in Table 3. The computer program was checked
(35)against the tabulated G of Kuo's by using his oscillator
CL X/
constant.
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g (k) h(k)
ISO: n 2 , 2 , - 1y [k +a ] 3k2 [(k-d)2+ b 2]"1 [(k+d)2+ b 2]
1P1 : 3k [k2-*2]""3/ 2 
3k3 [k2+ b 2]~5/2
ID 2 : . 2 n 2 J 2 , - 2  yk [k +a J
3S1: 2 2 - 1  y [k +a ]
2 2 2 - 1  2 2 - 1  
3k [ (k-d) +b ] - [(k+d)z+ b z]
3P0: . n 2 2-, -3/2 yk [k +a J - 3k3 [k2+ b 2] ~ 5 / 2
3P1: 3k [k2+b2]_3/2 
3k3 [k2+ b 2] “ 5 / 2
3P2 : 
3D1:
, n 2 2, -3/2 yk [k +a ]
3 n 2 -2-, -5/2 yk [k +a J
2 9 2 - 1  2 2 - 1  
yk Bk-c) +a ] [(k+c) +a ] 3k2 [k2+ b 2]“ 2
3D2: , 2 n 2 ^ 2 , - 2  yk [k +a J
3D3 . 2 n 2 ^ 2 , - 2yk [k +a ]
Table 1. Tabakin Potential Forms in Momentum Space
-23-
V V 1/a 1/b 1/c 1/d 1/a ' 1/b
Y P
(MeV) (fra)
ISO 115.9 235.6 0.834 0.801 0.694
1P1 44.3
1506
0.741 0.741
ID 2 297 .1 0 .565
3S1 164.7 10.3 0.763 0 .990 0.590
3P0 267 .7 1067 0.714 0.714
3P1 107 .6 
531.2
0.800
0 . 800
3P2 103.7
394.5
0.625
0 .625
3D1 189 .3 488 .9 0.833 0.909 2 . 0 0 0
3D2 389 .7 0 .725
3D3 143.5 0 .714
V =(«y)2 /(pa) , Vg=(fi-e)2/(iJb)
Table 2. Parameters for Tabakin's Potential (13).
-24-
n 0 1 2 3 4
ISO .g 2.1657 2.0261 1.8434 1.6805 1.5427
h 0 .1691 0 .4734 0 .7919 1.0761 1.2992
1D2 g 0.4852 0 .7027 0.8419 0.9325 0.9910
3PO g 1.3867 1.6354 1.7013 - 1.6968 1.6622
h 0.5862 1.1844 1.5611 1.7945 1.9355
3P1
h 1.0807 1.2061 1.2133 1.1816 1.1369
h' 0 .5887 1 . 1 2 1 1 1.3945 1.5399 1.6112
3P2
g 0.6685 0.8334 0 .9001 0.9230 0 .9240
g 0.2298 0 .4935 0.6916 0.8329 0.9315
Table 3. Ga,Ha Integral Values with b = 1.9 5 fm. 
T=1 States with Tabakin’s Parameters.
for
-25-
CHAPTER 2 
SHELL MODEL CALCULATIONS FOR Ca42
1. INTRODUCTION
The even parity l e v e l s o f  Ca42 are shown in 
50comparison with the Ti levels m  figure 3. Both nuclei 
are similar in the Shell Model sense-as containing two
extra core nucleons in the lf^^ orbital. Yet the spectra of
42 +Ca show the presence of two extra levels, the 0 (1.84 MeV)
+ 50and 2 (2.43 MeV), which are absent in the Ti spectra.
Furthermore the other level sequence agree remarkably in
+ +the two nuclei. The structure of the extra two 0 , 2 levels
are deduced to be of rotational character from a J(J+1) plot
+ + +(figure 4), while the lowest 0 2 4 levels clearly do not 
have a rotational character.
Various attempts have been made to reproduce the
42 (37)Ca spectra. On the one hand, the Federmann-Talmi group
have used the shell model type spectra to obtain matrix
elements directly in terms of a set of parameters. These
calculations involved identifying the pure shell model levels
and from simple configuration mixing of the I f ' ^ 3 / 2  -^eve^s/
they attempt to understand the Ca isotope spectra consistently.
Their work reproduced 15 matrix elements which we have
compared to those calculated from Volkov and Tabakin forces
h.'b
6
4v
2 *
3: oo 
Z'^-6
* 0 Lf
D +
i-r£
o*
o
Co" if
F ij 3 Fv*« panfry U ^ ls (u>^  Ca'*1 ancf 71ro.
r3
I
*0 12, 10
Fij 4h TC^ -0 plot o[ GUDw jjOA-lt'j L&ihzU op Ck*’1.
in Table 4. The general feature is that the Tabakin elements 
are consistently smaller in magnitude as compared to the
2Talmi-Federrnann'ones . Note also the largeness of the (£7/3 )
J = 2 element compared to the J = 0 one. More will be said 
of this later.
The other method starts with an effective force and 
the'spectra are obtained by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian.
This method usually reproduces the Shell Model like levels.
To account for.the. rotational levels, mixing in of deformed 
states is essential. The second 0+ 2+ states in Ca^
are assumed formed by excitation of protons from the 2 s-Id
to the lower lf-2p orbitals. Calculations by Gerace and
(40) (40)Green and Federmann for the energy spectra and E2
rates gives surprisingly good agreement with experiment.
The magnitude of the E2 rates however suggests that inclusion
of 6p~4h configurations would improve the results even more.
We do not hope to obtain as good an agreement with
+ + 42experiment nor to reproduce the second O 2 states m  Ca ,
for the following reasons. We are using the shell model in 
the simplest form, and without varying parameters to compare 
the resultant spectra from the various effective forces under 
similar conditions. From the work of others, we have already 
noticed that the spectra can be fitted through varying the 
force p a r a m e t e r s , a s  well as introducing deformed bases,
-
COX) ro"0 r0'-'
0 w34 C ~rd rH o o 00 vF CO CO CD rH 03 CN CN -H 34•H p~ 00 'sF 03 LO I—1 ‘CD *nF CN *sF CN ro 0 00 • • • • • • • • • • • • . -P -H
P rH rQ m
g 0 0o 6EH
t
h
o
s
e
 
is
 
To
:
I—1
rd 0 T3C -H -p 0-rH -P 00 o 03 1—1 LO 03 p~ LO P- CN 00 03 CN F^ 0 -p
.X £ LO r—1 1—1 CO O 1—1 O 00 CN O 'sF rH rH 0 0rd a) • • '• • • • • • • • • • • • • -P *H
X  -P o o o 0 0 O 0 O O O O O O O O p 1—1rd 0 ' 0Eh P-j £ 0 0 0
rH rH
rH 0 <!
rd X•H •H *
> -P 00 00 o 00 p 0o n CO CD C0 rH iH- 03 00 LO +j 0
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and we dp not feel it would be fruitful to repeat these fits 
by varying our effective forces.
2. CALCULATI.ONAL APPROXIMATIONS
Following the usual practice, we will assume the
Hartree-Fock equations solved in principle. The single
particle energies are obtained experimentally from spectra
(36)of neighbouring nuclei. From the data , the levels in 
figure 5 are derived. Since our calculations were performed, 
better experimental data have become available. They have 
been inserted in angular brackets for comparison. The particle- 
hole gap energies were obtained as the differences in ionisation 
energies . for the last nucleon between closed shell plus one 
nucleon nuclei. The assumption here is that there is no re­
arrangement of the core as between these two nuclei, and it
(41)has been suggested that the resulting estimate of the
particle hole gap may be incorrect by as much as 50%.'
As mentioned previously, we use harmonic oscillator
functions with the relevant oscillator constant fixed by
40fits to experimental electron scattering data on Ca , and not
1/3 (42)from the estimation "hm ~ 41/A ' . Gillet and Sanderson
find results very similar to the electron scattering result
o f b  - 1.9 5 ± 0.05 F. The variation of b throughout the 
o o 2
Ca region is small and will be neglected in the calculations 
on the Ca isotopes in the next chapter.
-31-
Effects of using Wood-Saxon functions instead of 
oscillator ones have been investigated by D. Wilmore^43  ^. 
The overall effect for the region of A we are considering 
is a difference of less than 1 % in the matrix elements.
3. EXCITED STATES OF Ca4 2
A 9
Using a spherical basis and assuming that Ca 
consists of an inert Ca4  ^ core plus two valence neutrons, 
we construct the wave functions from various two neutron 
configurations thus
| (ab)JM) =r|ab I ^ (ja ma jg m^JM) M  C+10> (2.1)
a 3
in jj coupling, where n , = —  if a e b, and 1 otherwise.
t/240 +10> represents the Ca core and C^ creates a nucleon m
the state a = (n £ j m ) . The single particle functiona a Ja a 3 ^
b a ma > = /  Rui(r) YU (?) \  U X  h ° |jm) (2‘2)Aa
. (44)where (&A % a ]jm) is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for
coupling angular momentum states. The radial function
Ru^(r) for oscillator potential is given in Appendix A.
The nuclear wave function is thus
¥ (JM) = E (ab) | (ab) JM) (2.3)
(ab)
where E means summation over distinct configurations (ab). 
With the nuclear Hamiltonian in the form
H = H + H . = E e C^C '+ i I t.'o + Hi = I £a a a + 4 ^  (aS |v|yS) (2.4)
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where we have made a slight definition change from (1.13) 
in that we now assume (a3[v|y5) to be antisymmeterised, 
hence the factor we ootain the eigenvalue equation
Wj i^ (ab) = E ' P(ab,cd J) ip (cd) . (2.5)
(cd)
The excitation energy is Wj - a> , and ijj(ab) gives the ampli­
tude of the various unperturbed configurations in the per­
turbed state ¥(JM). The factor P(ab,cd J) is
P(ab,cd J) = (ea+en) $ac$bd + ((ab)J|H±|(cd)J). (2.6)
The matrix element ((ab)Jjitj (cd)J) is related to the matrix 
G (abed J) which is evaluated in Appendix B through
( (ab) J | Fh | (cd) J) = °cd ^  (2.7)
with a . = / 2 ri , .ab ab
42Equation 2.5 was used to calculate the Ca spectra by 
restricting the configurations to those for the neutron 
particles given in figure 5.
4. RESULTS
The main feature of the pure configuration results 
(figures 6,7) of two neutrons in lf?y2 levels, is that the 
level ordering is correct for all the forces except the 
Tab akin force. This indicates that in this approximation, 
the Tabakin force is not.behaving like the other .effective 
forces. We have also tabulated some of the matrix ele m ls
-33-
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for .comparison with, thoss obtained by Talmi—Federmann. The
Tabakin force gives barely enough binding as well as
an inversion of the 0  2 levels hence giving the wrong level
for the ground state. This effect was also pointed out by
(39)Lee and E. Baranger . We will return to discuss this 
effect a little further on. The Volkov force in relative 
S state produces almost identical spectra to the Kallio- 
Kolltveit force. By relative S state only, we mean, in 
the summation over relative £ (see Appendix B for the 
element G(abcdJ) , we only use the £ = 0 term and neglect 
the rest. The agreement is due to the fact that only the 
tail end of the forces contributed to the matrix elements 
i.e. the repulsive part of Volkov's potential in effect 
cancels partly' with the attractive part, leaving some long 
range attraction v in the Moszkowski-Scott sense, whichX/
is what is used in the Kallio-Kolltveit force.
The effect of including all the relative £ states
+
permitted in the Volkov force affect the 2 level most, 
whereas changing the majorana exchange from 0.4 to 0.6 
compresses the spectra slightly. (The majorana exchange has 
no effect if we consider only £ = 0 contribution, since it 
only affects triplet states in the Volkov force).
In the approximation where we do configuration 
mixing, we notice the effective forces of Volkov and Kallio-
-37-
Kolltveit gives a reasonable overall .fit to the low lying levels.
Here we imply that a better- agreement may be obtained from
inclusion of core excitation. This is indicated by the
Yukawa force we used. This force as we pointed out was
fitted (Chapter 5) by inclusion of particle hole mixing in 
6
He . We note using the force here and not including core 
excitation, the force appears too weak. Note that with the 
Tabakin force, the ordering of the levels have corrected 
themselves, although as compared with the other forces, it 
also appears too weak.
Adding .in the P2 force (figure 8 ) extends the 2+ 4+ 
gap giving a more reasonable agreement wkLth the experimental 
levels. Probably, if we vary the parameters of the Volkov 
force, even better fits can be obtained.
It has been found that, using a Woods-Saxon poten­
tial with a spin orbit to define the single particle levels, 
one cannot reproduce the 19^/2 anc^  ^ 5 / 2  ^eve-'-s with the 
right ordering as in figure 5. Of course, using different 
depth and range parameters in the potential for different 
shells,one could force agreement. This is equivalent to 
making the potential energy dependent. The effect of excluding 
these two levels, is to shift the ground state energy most 
(figure 9) . Note that the contribution from the ^dj-^ level 
is still small even for the ground state.
Let us return to the Tabakin case. From Appendix B,
-38-
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the matrix element for pure configurations is
G(aaaaJ) - - A £ (n£NA|j|n £ n £ ) 2
nlW ' 2 a a a aa a a a
U(A£JO,J£)2 <(n£,0)£|V|(n£, 0)£>
\L 1 J
{ I U (A £J1, L j) 2 <(n£,l) j |v| .(n£,l) j>}
In the case of the Volkov potential, the interaction is
independent of j i.e. it acts the same in all j states, hence
the Racah coefficients may be summed over giving 
2E U(abcd,ej) = 1. Thus the terms in curly brackets will
j
be independent of J. This is not so for the Tabakin force 
3
for which the P gives an attraction or repulsion depending 
on .j (see Table 3) . This behaviour may be reproduced in the 
Volkov case only by addition of a spin-orbit and tensor 
component. Adding
gives
< (n£,s) | V| ( rf£ ! ,s) _.> = <(n£,s)J, Vc | (n1 £ ’ , s) ^ >
f (£,£',j)<n£|VT |n,£,> } 
-41-
where (45)
3 j + 1
-2 (j-1) 
f U, £ 1 j) = j- 1  2 j+ 1 0 2 j + 1
3 0 2 0
j + 1 6 /j~( j + 1 )
0
-2 (j+ 2) 
2 j + 12 j+ 1
This is effectively what has been done by E. Tomusiak^28  ^ in
his calculations from the Reaction Matrix. His matrix elements 
are given in Table 5 where the contribution- from the spin 
orbit and tensor part are made transparent. It is more 
difficult to do the same with the Tabakin force as the spin 
orbit and tensor parts are intrinsically built in. The 
total matrix elements of Tomusiak's work are also shown.
They are consistently larger than Tabakin!s elements, but have 
the same behaviour. One further notes that Tomusiak - still 
does not reproduce the correct ordering in configuration 
mixing. This indicates that the spin orbit and tensor parts 
are slightly smaller in the Tabakin force. Thus the Tabakin 
force seems to need modification to suppress the spin-orbit 
and tensor components if it is to be used as an effective 
force even with configuration mixing. This modification 
seems to be necessary if w einclude core excitation, as will 
be shown in the next chapter. So long as we do not excite
-42-
(ab) (cd) J \ s kls k t
(f7/2^ ^7/2* 0 -1.355 -.059 - . 1 0 1 .325 .486
• • 2 - .378 - . 2 1 1 -.099 -.128 .018
4 - .274 -.056 -.063 -.039 .036
(f7/2P3 2^ 2 - .429 .028 - . 0 0 2 .00 3 -.061
4 - .234 .004 - . 0 2 0 .005 .036
(P3/2^ 0 . - .672 .098 -.013 .045 .050
2 - .170 .015 -.017 -.030 -.014
(f7/2P3/2* (f7/2P3/2) 2 - .847 -.219
-.061 .006 .136
. . 4 - .438 -.033 -.042 -.040 . 0 1 2
• • <P3/2> 2 2 - .328 -.044 . 0 0 0
.058 - . 0 0 1
(P ) ^
1 3/2; (P3/2> 0
-1.346 -.161 -.036 .116 .269
2 - .420 -.099 -.071 -.116 .041
42
Table 5: Separate Contributions to (abJ|Kp|cdj) for Ca with
(38)
liw = 11.2 MeV from Tomusiak's Work
- 4 3 -
the core f then we have to artificially suppress those 
components.
We note in passing, that the results bear out work 
done by Lawson on 0 . Taking the experimental spectra
and fitting a potential with central, spin orbit and tensor 
components, he finds that including more and more configu­
rations alters the tensor part substantially, while the 
other parts remain roughly constant.
As a final remark, if we did modify Tabakin's force, 
so that we suppress the spin orbit and tensor part, this
will worsen the fit to the two body data in the triplet states,
3 3especially the S + D coupled states. This is indicated
in modern potentials like that of Reid's where most of
the binding to the deuteron depends on the tensor part of
the force. This seems to be needed to fit the quadrupole
moment and D state probability, as well as the high energy
phase shifts. However on the other hand, recent work by
T. Kuo^61a  ^ on the shell model using the Reid^61  ^ potential
42
have had remarkable success in explaining the levels of Ca 
if core polarisation is included. While calculations in 
Nuclear Matter^61b  ^ suggest that a possible cause of the 
underbinding of nuclear matter is due to the too large tensor to 
central force ratio, our results with the Tabakin force 
indicate a necessity of cutting down the tensor part.- This 
is of course no indication that we could conclude the same
-44-
for a local potential as T. Kuo's result shows. Further
calculations at Pittsburgh have also shown further pathologies
of the Tabakin f o r c e . Calculating the G matrix to
(35)second order (as is done by T. Kuo and G. Brown ) , it was
shown ^ 1 °) ^hat even with configuration mixing, the level 
42ordering of Ca do not come out correctly.
-45-
Pi : Volkov Potential M = 0.6
P2 : Volkov Potential M = 0.4
P3 : Kallio-Kolltveit Force (S state)
P4 : Volkov Potential M = 0.4 (S state)
P5 : Tabakin Potential
4
P6 : Volkov Potential M = 0.6 + P2,x = -0.00 8 MeV.fm .
Table 6 . Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors for the 
Above Potentials
PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P6
J = 0 +
E = -2.762 -3.219 -2.626 -2.933 -1.145 -3.313
.9375 .9437 .9481 . .9329 .9597 .9061
(2P3/2) .2293 .2189 .2107 .2526 .1657 .3026
2^pl/2' .1079
.0919 . .0923 .1126 .0925 .1472
(1?9 / 2 )2
-.1516 -.1772 -.1549 -.1596 -.0663 -.1555
(2 d5 / 2 ) 2 -.0604 -.0646 -.0679 -.0710 -.0273 -.0706
(lf5/2) 2
.1741 .1325 .1398 .1506 .1943 .1915
Table 6 a.
PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P6
J = 2+
E = -1.361 -1.763 - .755 -.1003 -.723 - .790
(lf 7 / 2 ) 2 .8423 . 8761 .9407 .8877 .9518 .7543
<lf7/2 2p3/2) .4556 .4104 .3020 .4062 .2720 .5395
(lf7/2 lf5/2^ -.1043 -.0565 -.0486 -.0589 -.0423 - . 1 0 1 1
(2p3/2) .1226 .1181 .0726 .1080 .0610 .1808
(2P3 / 2  2P1/ 2 ) -.1350 -.1125 -.0718 -.10.84 -.0641 -.2029
(2p3 / 2 lf5//2) -.0690 -.0565 -.0366' -.0523 -.0321 -.0877
(2Pl/2 lf5/2) .1079 .0870 .0561 .0806 .0523 .1388
(lg9/2) 2 -.0814 -.1069 -.0535 -.0633 -.0543 -.0842
CLg9 / 2  2d5//2^ -.0815 -.0810 -.0396 -.0581 -.0269 -.0944
(2d5/2) -.0295 -.0340 -.0167 -.0198 -.0136 -.0352
(lf 5/2> 2 .0910 .0655 .0444 .0548 .0529 .0993
Table 6 b.
J = 0+
E = 1.550 1.454 2.308 1.980 2.655 1.173
(1 f 7 / 2) -.2764 -.2624 -.2550 -.3048 -.1997 -.3602
*2p3/2^ .9156 .9260 .9385 .9181 .9421
. 8864
(2pl/2 ) 2 .2568 .2287
.1882 .2099 .2465 .2616
(‘lg9/2) -.0646 -.0607 -.0867 -.0911
-.0776 -.0948
{2d5/2) 2 -.1209 -.1275
-.0946 -.0973 -.0698 -.1153
l^f5/2^ .0249 .0370
.0486 .0483 . 0292 .0199
Table 6 c.
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PI P 2 P3 P4 P5 P6
1
J = 2 +
Z 1
E = .400 .108 1 . 1 0 1 .874 1.089 .227
(1 f 7/2 ^
2 -.5172 -.4641 -.3248 -.4482 -.2946 -.6364
OS T«.bl-3 C fj.
.8072 .8427 .9320 .8674 .9323 .7061
.0106 -.0317 -.0331 -.0347 -.0735 .0249
.1700 .1596 .0859 .1316 .0880 .2017
-.1522 -.1491 -.0707 -.1119 -.1073 -.1743
-.0818 -.0577 -.0444 -.0508 -.0774 -.0797
- .1131 .0967 .0651 .0750 .0842 .1054
- . 0 2 0 0 - .0081 -.0433 -.0443 - .0444 -.0087
-.0916 -.1106 -.0500 -.0676 -.0652 -.0812
-.0227 -.0206 -.0054 -.0097 - . 0 0 0 1 - . 0 2 1 1
- . 0 0 0 2 .0173 .0260 .0279 .0085 -.0082
Table 6 d .
J = 4+
E = -.552 -.867 -.397 -.556 -.272 . -.674
(lf7/2)
2 .9468 .9530 .9826 .9579 .9873 . 8 8 6 4
{lf7/2 2p3/2> .2224 .2310 .1380
.2153 .1106 .3296
(lf7/ 2 2pl/2 )
-.1646 -.1402 -.0880 -.1415 -.0669 -.2514
(lf7/2 lf5/2> -.1176
-.0805 -.0605 -.0807 -.0667 -.1249
{2p3/2 lf5/2) -.0957
-.0823 -.0496 -.0812 -.0529 -.1469
(lg9/2)
2 -.0383 -.0592 -.0289 -.0368 - . 0 2 1 1 -.0433
(lg9/2 2d5/2) -.0253
-.0275 -.0139 -.0228 .0080 -.0332
(2d5/2}
2 -.0054 - . 0 1 0 0 -.0066 -.0057 -.0049 -.0060
(lf5/2)
2 .0446 .0328 .0231 .0312 .0265 .0473
Table 6 e.
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PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P6
J = 
E = 1.152 1 . 0 0 0 1.484 1.231 1.456 1 . 0 1 0
(If7/2)
1 -.2903 -.2830 -.1627 -.2652 -.1325 -.4351
lf7/2 2p3/2 .8832 . 8928 .9571 .9091 .9588 .8274
lf 7/2 2 pl/ 2 -.3234 -.3125 -.2126 -.2833 -.2247 -.3057
lf 7/2
lf5/2 -.0596 -.0622 -.0518 -.0666 -.0666 -.0797
2p3/2 lf 5/2 -.1552 -.1293 -.0866 -.1227 -.0800 -.1516
(lgg/2)
2 -.0319 -.0306 -.0293 -.0355 -.0256 -.0278 '
lg9/2 2 d5/2 -.0461 -.0 56 6 -.0316 -.0407 -.0339 -.0420
(2d5/2)
2 -.0030 .0027 .0035 .0053 . 0 0 2 0 -.0029
l^f5/2}
2 .0199 . 0 2 1 1 .0167 . 0 2 2 1 .0092 .0267
Table 6 f.
J = 6 + 
E = - .353 - .635 - .285 - .454 - .168. - .43.3
(lfV/2 ) 2 .9819
.9870 .9944 .9867 .9941 .9792
(lf7/2 lf5/2^ -.1883 -.1560 -.1039
-.1602 -.1079 -.2016
M  ^2
9/2 -.0207 -.0389 -
. 0 2 0 0 -.0273 -.0113 - . 0 2 1 2
(lg9/2 2 d5/2} -.0073 -. 0056 -
.0033 - .0046 - . 0 0 2 1 -.0075
Table 6 g .
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CHAPTER 3 
THE QUASIPARTICLE APPROACH
1. INTRODUCTION
This method has its beginnings in the papers of
Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (47) with application to
superconductivity. The essential idea is that a Cooper
pair exists. In other words, a pair of free electrons
close to the Fermi, surface binds if an attractive force
exists between them, however weak. The spectrum of this
pairing force between paired particles has its counterpart
in the seniority scheme . Considering an even _number of
like particles which are well paired off, the feature of
the pairing effect is the appearance of an energy gap between
the ground and excited states. Whereas, if- the number of
particles is odd, this energy gap does not appear^^a .^
The possible existence of the pairing effect in nuclei was
(49)pointed out by Bohr et al . They gave evidence from 
experimental spectra of even-even and even-odd nuclei, the 
former group exhibiting the gap between ground and first 
excited intrinsic state , which was large compared to the 
latter group. The application to nuclei through calculations 
using the pairing plus quadrupole forces followed . The 
generalisation of the method to finite range forces was given 
by Baranger(51) and others(50). The essential philosophy of 
the method as applied to nuclei is also well presented by Migdal(
following a different approach.
Most of the methods developed applied only to single
closed shell nuclei i.e. no correlations between protons and
neutrons were assumed. This is one of the shortcomings.
Attempts to remedy this have shown that the proton-neutron.
(52 52a)correlations are important ' , in cases where nuclei
are far from doubly closed shells (i.e. closed proton and
neutron shells) and also in cases where core polarisation
effects (as reflected in large E2 rates) is important.
Another feature of the quasiparticle approach is
that one has to build in a nucleon number fluctuation
(53)suppressor. Various methods have been proposed , among
(54)which is that of Nogami's . We will apply this latter 
method exclusively.
We will apply the quasiparticle method to the Ca 
isotopes which to a first approximation may be treated as 
single closed shell nuclei (SCS) i.e. where the proton shell 
is closed). They are not very good candidates for trying 
to fit all the energy levels as have been pointed out in 
the case of Ca42. As previously, we use the Volkov 
and Tabakin potentials as residual interactions.
In the next chapter, we will simply extend the method 
to a few- Ti isotopes following Kisslinger and Sorenson , 
without taking proton-neutron interactions fully into account 
No four particle correlations, although shown to be important
(55)in some cases by Bhargavan and Edwardsv ' and Flowers et 
(52)al , will be taken into account. This means that our 
results will at most indicate this deficiency and the 
importance of these correlations.
2. THE QUASIPARTICLE HAMILTONIAN
We will follow in part the convenient notation of
(51 )
Baranger and use j and a interchangeably. The quantum numbers
of a single nucleon state are denoted by
a = (n I j m ) . 
a a a a
Also we define
a = (V o ;W  'raa = " ma
S = 0(j m )= (-1)^“ “a Ja a
f = 0 (£ j in ) . a aJa a
The shell model Hamiltonian can be written as
H = H + H.o l •
where H = £ e C*C (3.1)o a a aa
H. = \  I V 0 . c ' c i c  (3.2)i 4 a ^ 6 a3y<5 a 3 6 y
The notation V „ * is identical to that used previously in
apyo
the form (a3|v|y6), and has also the following symmetry
properties,
*
Va3yS ~ Va36y Vy5d3 Va3y<5
-52-
Assuming time reversal invariance of implies
S S 0S S x. V~u- - 7 = V 0 r . 
a 3 y <5 a$Y<5 a3yS
In particular, the pairing interaction is a special case 
and is given by -
V q * - -g f f 6 0“.a3yo a y 3u 6 y
giving
H . = ~~ E f C+ C+ -fQ Cq Cq .
1  ^ a 3 a a a 3 3 3
(56)With regard to the phase used, we follow Dayman . The 
V's are also constructed to make H. invariant under reflec-l
(51)tions and rotations and following Baranger are given by
V „ c. = -2 1 G(abcdJ) (j m jDmD|jM) (j m j.m.ljM) (3.3) 
a ^ JM ' ^
where (i m -Vmn I JM) is the usual Clebsch-Gordon vector Ja aJ3 3
(44)
coupling coefficient with phases as defined m  Edmonds 
G(abcdJ) is related to the Shell Model matrix element through 
(2.7) i.e.
( (ab) JI H-jl (cd) J) , _• G(abcdJ) = - — — — —^ L- 1 -1------  (3.4)
ab cd
where c , = 1 if a = bab
= / 2  otherwise.
Note that there are two other ways of constructing V, 
namely
= " 2 I , F(acdbJ,) ( t majY"1Y |j'M ')ST (j6m 6 jei"e|j'M ')SB (3J M
= +2 ^  F (adcbj") ( j ^  | J"M") Sg (jym y j |  J"M") Sg (3.5b)
The F's are particle hole matrix elements and represent a 
particle-hole pair interacting through V with another 
particle-hole pair. They are related to the particle 
particle matrix elements G(abcdj)'s by a Racah coefficient 
thus
F(acdbJ') = -E(2J+l)W(abed,JJ')G(bacdJ) . (3.6)
J
From the symmetry relationships for the V's, we get the 
following for G and F,
G(abcdJ) = -0 (abJ) G (bacdJ) = G(cdabJ) (3.7)
F(abcdJ) = 0 (abed) F (badcJ) = F(cdabJ). (3.8)
The pure pairing case is regained by setting
G(abcdJ) = | a c 0 U a«.c) «jQ «ab «cd (3.8a)
F(accaJ') = -0(1 f j j J 1)% (3.8b)a c aJc Z
/N
where a = J(2i +1).
3-
We note that the Hamiltonian has no dependence on
the number of nucleons. Explicit dependence on the nucleon
number comes through the wave function. For example, for
two valence nucleons as considered in the previous chapter,
the simplest wave function is C CQ10>. Core excitation •*- a p
through particle hole pairs from the closed shells leaves 
the net number of nucleons unchanged in the wave function.
j
This will be borne in mind in the quasiparticle method.
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There are various approaches to introducing pairing
correlations in a Fermi system(50). Physically they are based
on the idea that correlated pairs are an advantage. This
means that constructing a new ground state for the system
from Cooper pairs is a natural extension. As has been 
(25)
shown , a mathematical method involves introducing
linear operators or quasiparticles, in particular the
(25)Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation does this. One
+defines quasipar.ticle operators a , a^ and relate them to 
the nucleon operators through
a = u C - f v C- (3.9a)a a a a a a
a+ = u C+ - f v C- (3.9b)a a a a a a
where U, V are re;al coefficients satisfying
u^ + v^ = 1 i u- = u , v- = v . (3.10)
a  CL CL CL CL CL
The.inverse transformation is
4.
C = u a  + f v a- (3.11a)
a a a a a a
C+ = u a+ + f v a- (3.11b)a a a a a a
The a's satisfy the same Fermion anticommutation rules as 
the C's. We can now write the Hamiltonian H in terms of the 
a's and consider the nuclear system as- a collection of inter­
acting quasiparticles. This system will be solved by first 
neglecting the interaction terms between quasiparticles. When 
these terms are neglected, the Hamiltonian no longer commutes
with the number operator, so we must first consider this 
problem.
The idea is to relinquish the condition that our 
wave function must have a definite number of nucleons. In 
other words, we will accept suitable wave functions which 
are not necessarily eigenfunctions of the nucleon number 
operator. This allows us a greater range of choice of 
wave functions, with a disadvantage that states with different 
mass numbers will be mixed. How can we overcome this ? The 
usual method is to introduce a Lagrange multiplier X i.e.
i J /  = H - AN 
where N is the nucleon number operator
N = E C+ C•a a .a
X is determined by the constraint that is on the average 
number of nucleons should have a certain value. This has 
produced satisfactory results. The method introduced by 
Lipkin^^ and developed by Nogami^  ^ introduces a function 
f(N) and forms the auxiliary Hamiltonian
J?/ = H - f(N) (3.12)
The reason for this is as follows:
Suppose ip (n) is the. eigenfunction of H with a 
definite number of particle, then
Nip (n) = nipQ (n)
Hip (n) E (n) ip (n) .
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So that
= [EQ (n) -f (n) ] t/jq (n) (3.13)
If f(n) can be found such that EQ (n)-f(n) is independent of 
n , then all the states ^Q (n) with different n will be degenerate 
Thus the quasiparticle groundstate, which will be a super­
position of the ip (n) 's belong to the same eigenvalue of 
H as that of the true ground state. In this way, we can solve 
for PI and' invert the problem to find the nuclear ground state 
energy.
Mathematically, we would like to have f(n) exist 
such that
^—— [Eq (n) -f (n) ] = 0. (3.14)
for all m.
What can we use for f(N) ? .
Considerable success has been achieved by using
f(N) = XXN + yN2 (3.15)
(27)in the pairing case . The parameters X f and y are to be 
determined from
BE (n)
A1 + 2yn = — (3.16)
B2E (n)
2y = --------------------------- (3.17)
Bn
The first condition can be easily shown to be equivalent to 
<N> = n as used in the Lagrange multiplier method, which means
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that as a special csss, ws regain ths Lagrange multiplier 
method by setting y = 0 .
Our Hamiltonian can be written in the following
notation
o ^ / = . t / 0 0  + : - t L1 +-%,Q +  d \  ( 3 . 1 8 )
where M  is a constant term and }/ has the form oo  ^1 mn
f (u,v) (a )m (a)m + g(u,v) (a+)n (a)m . is the residual
quasiparticle interaction and is
= 7 j y5 (Va6Y6 - 4" V e 6 )!CaC6C6 V  ' (3'19)
The : : means normal product, and we have also used Wick's
theorem for the purpose of expressing^/ in terms of
the a's.
. . (51)
Before writing our the results, we follow Baranger
in making a simplifying assumption. Baranger states it as 
"The fundamental assumption will be made that there exists 
a conservation law such that
V 0 0 = 0 unless a = y (3.20)
a$Y$
„ -  t t
V _ - 0 unless a = 3 .
aBYY
If giving j, m, tt (parity) is enough to single out a state 
of a single particle, the above assumption will be correct. 
This is because the conserved quantities (angular momentum, 
parity) forms a complete set of quantum numbers. In most
shell model calculations where the number of valence levels
■are restricted (truncated), the above condition is well
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approximated. ('Valence' is used in the sense of states 
in the vicinity of the Fermi surface.) But as can be 
noticed for the case, we are dealing with (fig.5 ) the con­
dition is violated by the 2 dc and ld^ /0 levels which5 / 2  5 / 2
introduce major shell mixing. We have simply ignored this 
mixing in our calculations. In other words we have used 
a weaker conservation law in that shell mixing is assumed 
to be a smaller effect i.e. of less importance. The 
principal quantum number n is thus also included in the 
simplifying assumption (3.20) as an extra label. Using
'S - u
. $
with respect to the wave function |0 > (the quasiparticle 
vacuum) defined by
a |0  >= 0 all a, a 1
by variation of u , v under the constraint J . a a
2 2 , u + v = 1a a
We can write |0> in terms of the original particle operators 
+C as •
a
|0 > = n (u + v f c+c~ io>
1 ^  a a a a aa
the above assumption, and the condition thatu^^Q = 0 , 
determines u ,v . The latter is equivalent to minimising
and that
<0|C+CD I0> = v 6 Q 
^ 1 a. 3 a aB
<0 '|C+C+|0 > = <0|CBCa l0>=fauava5BS
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The cP/>>q = 0 condition thus gives
2uava (ea-A) = Aa (ua2 ~va2) (3'21>
where we have defined the following
ra = I Va6 aB V  = " 2 Z X F(aacco)v 2 (3.22)
p c a
f A
Aa = “ 2~ p Vad33 U3V3f ” G (aacco) 0 ( U cVc (3* 23) 
p  c a
X = X ± + 2y(n+1) (3.24)
n = <N> (3.25)
ea = ea + 4lJVa 2 + h  (3’26)
Ea = (ecCA ) 2  + &a (3-27>
2for future use. We also define the self energy as 4yv^
The formal solutions to (3.21) are
u  ^ n (e -A ) )a 1 ) n , a (.
1 ±2 2 1 E (3.28)v J v. a Ia
2
Note that the self energy part i.e. 4yv +T depends on botha a
y and F (the' latter through T ). If F is large this terma
will also be large. This is to be compared with the pairing 
force case,where the self energy term is usually neglected.
In the pairing case as extended by Nogami , the self energy 
part was partially cancelled by y. But as will be noticed 
later, our cases have large self energies part and this causes 
slow convergence in the solution for u , va ,A,y. In all the
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cases considered the potentials used gave these large self 
energy terms.
Using the definitions (3 . 22)-(3.27) we can now 
write down the various terms of the Hamiltonian as
< # 0 0  = Z t (£a + I T  ~ 21J(1 " V a » Va " rd  "*.n-yn2 (3.29)
a
' i'= £ (E +y) a+ a (3.30)
1 1 a a a
a
= i  £ [V 0 (u uDu u~ + v vav Vo) +. 4 V f-0 ffu u v 0vr]
2 2 4 a3yo a 3 y 6 a 3 y <5 a63y 3 6 a y 3 6
+ +
a an a~ a a 3 o y
2 2 2 2 2 2 + 4 -- y £ (u uQ +2u V Q +V- V D )a aQaQa K a 3 a 3  a 3 a 3 3 a
-2y £ f fQ u T  u X  a+a-aoaQ (3.31)
. a 3 a a 3 3  a a 3 3
o = - 1 £ [V o V Du u.f 0 + VqT ~ 'V' VqU ■- 413 2 a3y<$ a 3 y <5 3 36ya a 3 y o a 3 oj
+a a 0 a r a . a 3 o y
- 2y £ u *]hfD (u^-v^)a+a7 aQa . (3.32)K a 3 3 a a a 3 3 a
i -j- + + +
~ * 4 0  = 4 E Va3y6 V e V f i  f y f 5 aaa3a6ay
' ~ y S u c^au 3^3 fa f 3 aaa 3aH  (3*33)
where we have expanded.^^ ~ ^ 2 2  +’~^13 + '^31 + ^40+ ^04*
2\ ~ conjugate of " ^ 3 r ^ ^04 = con3uUate °^ '^4o* 
Interpretation wise,^/^ determines the quasiparticle ground 
state energy, since with the representation above it is also
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given by
1 1  rePresents non interacting quasiparticles with energies 
(Ea+y). The rest of the term represents the quasiparticle 
interactions
3. EXCITED STATES.
as the quasiparticle ground state, then by adding one quasi- 
particle to the ground state we may use the resultant state 
to represent the state of an SCS odd-nuclei. In general 
one should use for the state of an SCS odd-nuclei the sum 
of one plus three plus five etc. quasiparticles state. 
However, the one quasiparticle approximation is sometimes 
satisfactory-as K u o ^ ^  in his calculations on the Sn 
isotopes using one plus three quasiparticles for the excited 
states, has shown.
solving the equations (previous section) with n odd (and 
corresponding to the particular nuclei), and taking as the 
ground state
The quasiparticle ground state is thus
( Cl ) Odd Nuclei
If the ground state of a SCS even-nuclei is taken
The one quasiparticle approximation involves
(3.34)
and the corresponding nuclear ground state is
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The excited states are given by the same expression with E
a
replaced by E^ > Ea • The excitation energy is
AE^(n) = En~E .
3 a
Note one other approximation we have made and will make
again. The ground state energy is given in this case by
(3.34), but we do not minimise this with respect to u ,v .a a
If we had done so. the u , v !s will be slightly different.
' a a
This is however likely to be a small effect for the accuracy 
of our calculations.
(b) Even Nuclei
For these nuclei we will use the two quasiparticle 
approximation for the excited states. The ground state is 
given by the quasiparticle vacuum |0 > with as the
ground state energy. The nuclear ground state energy is thus
T . ~ u -IT A
E (n) = Z [(e + ~  -2y u2)^ 2- J1UL£] (3.36)o a 2 a a 2a
with n even. To derive the equations for the excited states
(51)we use the linearisation method . Of all the methods
( CO)
available it is the simplest. Suppose we have an operator
Q-3 obeving boson commutation rules such that 
13
If |^ o> is the true ground state of H, with
(J?/ - to ) I ip > - 0 o 1 o
then
[?/-(u3B-too)]Q+|^o> = 0 (3.38)
i.e. Q * U  > is an eigenstate with eigenvalue w -w . To •d o  B o
relate the above with the problem at hand, notice that -J/ 
may be expressed in terms of operators A(abJM) defined below. 
The A's give the following commutation relations
[A(abJM) , A+ (cdJM)] = «(ab)(cd) +  ___ (3.39)
the dots signifying other terms containing operators. If we 
neglect them, the A's behave like the boson operator QD .
The left hand side of (3.37) with QR approximated by A
(3.40)
(3.41)
(3.42)
(3.43)
where is an excited state of definite JM . B represents
other quantum numbers or labels as needed. We can now express 
the commutator (3.37) with replaced by A as follows:-
is worked out below. We first define the A's:
A+ (abJM) = nab I (j m j m |JM)a+a+
m m_ 
a 3
S ™  A (abJM) = y , ) • (3 m jQmQ JM)S a-SQa£JM ab L J a a J 3 3 a a 3 3m mn a 3
1with n , =   . -
/(1 +6 ab) .
We also define the amplitudes ifj(abB) , 0(abB) by
ip (abB) = <^Q | A (abJM) | ^ BM> 
p(abB) = <t(Jo |sjM A+ (abJM) |$BM>
[A (abJM) f/J]= Z 1 [P (abcdj) A(cdJM)+R(abcdJ) S^„A+ (cdJM) ] +JM (3.44)
[A+ (abJM) S t3f ] = -Z 1 [R (abcdJ) A (cdJM) +P (abcdj) S _..A+ (cdJM) ]
Uil JM
+ (3.45)
where £ 1 means summation over distinct pairs cd with no 
cd
permutation. Before giving the matrix elements P(abcdJ) and 
R(abcdJ) which depends on the interaction let us get the 
equations for the amplitudes if;(abB), 0(abB) which defines 
the excited state. The linearisation occurs at this state
by neglect of the .....  terms. As mentioned above,
they come from the approximate behaviour of the A's as boson 
operators. By neglecting the extra terms we use (3.37) and take 
expectation value of (3.4 4) (3 . 45) between <^0 I and | to get
03„ ip(abB) = E 1 [P (abcdJ) ip (cdB) +R (abed) 0 (cdB) ]B - i
-an 0(abB) = Z' [P (abcdj) 0 (cdB) +R (abed) ip (cdB) ]B - I
or
(3.46)
This is the so called Random Phase Approximation. The
amplitudes ip, 0 has the following meaning. If we imagine
A+ > as creating an excited state ¥ j, where 
BM °
A* = Z 1 [ip (abB) A+ (abJ'M) +0 (abB)S A (abJM) ] , 
BM / ■ -i \ ^(ab)
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\fj (abB) determines the amplitude of the quasiparticle pair 
(ab)in the state BM, while 0(abB) determines the time reversed 
amplitude in the state. Graphically gives forward going 
graphs while 0 gives the backward going ones. In some cases,
R is
small and can be neglected, i.e. there are no backward 
going graphs. This will give us what is called the Tamm 
Dancoff approximation i.e.
one is diagonalising the interaction in the space of two 
quasi-"particles(compare (2.5)). The matrices P and R 
are real and symmetric and are given by
RPA TDA
P (abcdj) = <i() |A(abJM) (.^ /l;L+--^2 )A(cdJM) |to 
= [E +E,+2y-2y (u 2-v 2) (uK2 -v, 2) ] 6
+ aabacd ["G(abcdJ)(uaubucud+VaVbVcVd> 
-6  ( L  i.)F(abodJ) (u V. u V . + u - V  u V  )
-66 -
+ 0 (cdJ'£, £ ) F (abdcJ) (i> V' U V- +U, IT IX Vi)
D c a a d c  b a c d
-  4 y XJ_V 'V V; a C 0 (i £ ) 6 _ 6 u 6 , ]a a c c a c Jo ab cdJ
R (abcdj) = <i> ] A (abJM) A (cdJMS T,,)A „ I ib >
O JM' 4 U 1 O
= i ^ ' ua W b e(tav y b a
+ °ab°cd
- 0 U  )F (abcdJ) (BtU,V' +U V* K b  )c b a b d c b a d c
+ 0 U K&-.Jed) F (abdcJ) (J V.U Vt+Xi V'TJk.V'' )] bd- a b e d  b a d e
One should also remark that we have made the same
approximation as in the previous section. That is we have
used the V-' It’s determined not by minimising the Hamiltoniana a . n
with respect to the two quasiparticle ground states but with
the quasiparticle vacuum.
The lowest eigenstate for two quasiparticle configu­
rations is a spurious state. Its energy should correspond
v-./ / 1 vy / V /
to w=0. This arises as follows:- if /V 1 =zy- //nn commutes 
13 UU
V7ith N, then
[//' ,N] = 0 .
Since 7/' |0> = 0, Y/ 'n|0> = 0, so that n|0> is an eigenstate 
with zero energy. But the quasiparticle Hamiltonian (the parts 
we have used) do not commute exactly with N. The eigenvalue 
of N | 0> will thus not be exactly zero. Its departure from 
zero indicates the effectiveness of the approximation of
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nucleon number suppression.
4. Transition Rates
For the transition to ground, the transition is
between one to one quasiparticle states for odd nuclei and
two to zero quasiparticle states for even nuclei. Two to
two quasiparticle state transitions are also of interest.
(59)The transition probability for a multipole A is
T(A) = _ i l l A-±T 2 (^)2A + 1 b(A)
X t ( 2 X + X )  il] 41 c
where B(A) is the so called reduced transition amplitude 
and contains the information of nuclear structure. It is 
given by
B(A,i->-f) = JJjr+lT I , l (Jf Mf |T q ' l W l 2 ( 3 -47)
l M.M^q ^i f .
where T  ^ is a tensor of rank A and causes the transition.
q
The.transition operator, in terms of quasiparticle operators
, A A A
is T -FT ^ + T ^ + T ^ (where U ,V are the same as u ,v )q 00 11 20 v co' a a a
T 0 0 =  z <“ lT q l a ) V a • ( 3 -48)a
A
Tii = z (uau£r0(Xh V W  (“ lTqlB)aaae- (3-49)
T20 = E (“ lTql6)V e V a aF + (alTqlB)faVaUea5a6- (3’50)
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4a. One to One Quasiparticle Transition
The reduced amplitude for electric transitions 
A
becomes (from T^)
B(EA, i^f) = (2Ji + 1)_1| (DiUf-0(A)liAf)ViVf)f | | TX x | |i) |2 (3.51)
(f | lTj]_l I i) is the reduced matrix element defined through the
Wigner-Eckart theorem. The expression for the reduced matrix 
element for a particular form of will'be given in 4 d.
4b. Two to Zero Ouasiparticle Transition
In this case, we retain only T^q in the same spirit 
as the approximation used in calculating the excited states. 
After some algebra, the amplitude is given by
B (EA , i-*f) = (2J. ) 11 ' n . (^  (vi) 0 (J, )+0(vi))r+i 1 vi l
( U, V 0 U  )+0(J. S., )U V, ) (a I |TX. I |b) I2 (3.52)b a  a l b  a b 11 2 0 1 1 1
where = 0 since it is the ground state and v = (ab) .
4c. Two to Two Ouasiparticle Transition
In this case only T ^  contributes, and we find,
with y = (ab) , v = (cd) ,
B(EA,i+f) = (2 Jf+1) | S | 2
yv
where
E ^ E 1 n n (ip (yf) ip (vi) - 0 (Aabcd) 0 (yf) 0 (vi) ) 
y v y v ^
[5 Xl (b,d) (b| I TX I |d)0(AJ. J,)W(AdJfc,bJ.)
ac A i i  i 1
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~6ad Xx (b,c) (b llTX I |c)0( Ajfcd)W(AcJfd,bJi)
“6bd XA (a,c)(a||TX ||c)0(acA)W(AcJfb aJ.)
~6bc Xx (a,d)(a|| TX ||d)0 (AJ±ab)W(AdJ b,aJ±)] (3.53)
and
Xx (a,b) = U Uu - © (A£ £, ) V V, . A a b a b a b
4d. Reduced Matrix Element (&| |T^ | |b)
We will take the transition operator to be
TX = e rX Y,q (r) . (3.54)
• q A
where e is an effective charge. This is necessary since 
we are dealing with neutrons (in fact quasi neutrons) and 
are assuming that the neutrons effective charge reflect the 
effect of core polarisation^^ .
Using standard procedure, we find
(a | | T^ | |b) = e [a b] 0 ('b£a%)
\ X *b  l a \
I i '• . ( (A I |Y- I I*,, ) (3.55)U  ]a 3b ) a 1 1 A 1 1 b
with
/\
(£ | | Y. | | L )  = 0 (A£ ) * • (£ 0 hO | AO) (3.56)
a A b a ^  a b
and
*ab (rX) =
R (r) r^ Rfe(r)r2 dr. (3.57)
a 
o
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This is evaluated in the Appendix for harmonic oscillator 
functions.
B(EA) is usually measured in Weisskopf single
(59)particle units defined through
Bs (EA) = (2X + X) ^  fl (5^ 3 , ) 2 Rd2X (3.58)
1/3with Ro = 1.2 A 7 fm, where A is the mass number.
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5. Practical Solutions for Ca Isotopes
Equations (3.21)- (3.27) were used to solve for U ,V , Xa a
self consistently. The computational method for y is out­
lined in Appendix D. The single quasiparticle energies
were evaluated for the Ca isotopes using the (sd)(fp) and (gd)
41levels as given from the Ca spectra (figure 5). We included 
the sd hole levels. Omitting them produces no new results 
as this repeats in principle the Shell model calculations 
of Chapter 2. We want to observe the effect due to opening 
the sd hole levels.
The two body particle-particle matrix elements (G) 
for the Tabakin and Volkov forces are given in tables 7,8, 
and we have compared the particle-hole elements (F) for J=0 
in table 9. These elements were used to solve for the 
quasiparticle basis. Note that the particle-hole elements 
are relatively large as compared with the particle-particle 
elements. Since F contributes to the self energy part 
(section 3 ) and are large, numerical convergence was sometime 
slow. For comparison purposes, we have solved the pure 
pairing case but arbitrarily doubled the F part. This means 
we used for G and F the values given by (3.8a), (3.8b) but 
in (3.8b) we use g instead of g/2. The gap A for the A=42 
nucleus using this modified pairing force, Tabakin's and 
Volkov’s potential are plotted in figure 10. This gives a 
mean A^ which corresponds' to a pairing strength g ^  0 .3 MeV.
-75-
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This value compares well with what R. J. Peterson^36  ^ used
in his pairing plus multipole model for the Ca isotopes.
'This value is very much smaller than the values ~ -3-~2 6 MeV •
quoted by Kisslinger and S o r e n s o n i n  their fit to the
28 4 Z 4 40, 31 N 49 and 36 < Z ^ 50, 51  ^N ^ 75 regions.
It is also smaller than the value of Soloviev^2^  ^ev
A -
which is deduced from the regions of strongly deformed nuclei 
154 A < 188 , 225  ^A  ^ 255.
Thus the .tendency of finite range forces is to give 
a smaller effective pairing force strength.
(1 ) Odd Ca Isotopes .
The one quasiparticle spectra are shown in figures
1 1  and 1 2 in comparison with experimental levels where 
(36)available . The overall agreement is poor. A possible 
suggestion is that this approximation is not applicable for 
nuclei as light as the Ca isotopes. Another possible expla­
nation is that the forces used are not suitable. With
(58)regard to heavier nuclei, even for the Sn isotopes mixing
in of three quasiparticles improve the results, which suggest 
that we could improve our results by doing the same.
Another feature that emerges from the result is 
the explicit effect of the noncentral part of the Tabakin 
force. The net spin orbit split due to this force is about 
1.5 MeV, whereas the Volkov force “almost reproduces the input
-77-
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single particle spin orbit split, the spacing being compres­
sed as A increases.
(2) Even Ca Isotopes 
- c&42
Figures 13-15 give the calculated lowlying levels
42
of Ca . We have calculated, the levels in the two quasi­
particle approximation using both Tamm Dancoff and Random 
Phase approximations. The differences between the two 
approximations on the spectra is negligible. The trend 
being that the latter gave slightly lower energy levels, as
i ■ "f*well as lowering the spurious 0 state. This seems to 
indicate that the Nogami method is quite effective for 
suppressing nucleon number fluctuation in the manner indi­
cated in section 3b . In comparison with the Shell Model
calculations (where no hole levels were used) the quasiparticle.
+ +model exhibits a larger 0 2 gap using either potential. This 
signifies that inclusion of hole levels (albeit only the 
neutron hole' levels) contributes to lowering the 0  ground 
state with respect to the other states. This method is 
equivalent to the usual shell model if one includes core 
polarisation^61^  , whence the ground state is also lowered 
with respect to the other states. Another way of simulating 
the above effect is to add a P2 force to the central force 
in Shell Model calculations. One has to look at other than
-80-
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energy levels to determine differences between the models.
We calculated the E2 rates from the wave functions of the 
two models. To do the job properly, one should really project 
out from the two quasiparticle function, the function of 
definite nucleon number before calculating the E2 rate.
This is necessary in principle since the Nogami method only 
projects out definite eigenvalues not eigenstates. Omitting 
this projection, not because it cannot be done , but would
make the whole method unwieldy, the E2 rates are given below.
BE2 in units of e^fm^ b = 1.95 fm.o
EXPT. J ±*J f SHELL 
Tabakin Pot
MODEL
(M=0.4) 
Volkov Pot
QUASIPARTICLE MODEL 
T.P V.P 
TDA RPA TDA RPA
27 . 8 6 2^0^ 4.9 4.3 28.2 32.0 31.6 34.8
6.56 22+0^ 0.39 0.89 6.99 6.46
166 2 i ^°2 0 . 1 1 ~ 0 . 1 /v . 0 1
The E2 rates were calculated with an effective charge
e' = 0.5e. This value was approximated to by calculations
of Bertsch^60  ^ on core polarisation. One notes the surprising
agreement of the Quasiparticle model results with- experiment,
~f" “f*
in comparison with the shell model results. The results
from both models are poor. This again exhibits the non-shell 
model nature of the 0* state. The effect of using projected
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two quasiparticle wave functions on the E2 rates is not 
known.
In figure 15, we show the results of using a
pairing force with Tabakin's potential supplying the residual
quasiparticle interaction. It again shows the gap between
the excited and ground states.
44(b) Ca.
The result of the spectra obtained is shown in 
figure 16. The overall agreement between the two forces and 
experiment is poor. The presence of the low 6 *" in the cal­
culated spectra, against its absence in the experimental 
spectra suggests that the method is rather poor and higher 
quasiparticle admixtures are important . The E2 rates for
H- *4" "f* *f •
2 -^>0 ,^ ^2 ~ ^ 1  are 9lven ky *•
2 4 I 1
BE2 in units of e fm . b 0 = 1.95 fm, e 1 = e .
T .P V.P
EXPT.
i f TDA RPA TDA RPA
41.9 *4~ +
^ 1 1
40.7 48.3 49.6 56.5
2.65 *4" 4"V ° i 13.7 12.7
The calculated BE2 of + +2 2 * ^ 0 1 seem to be over enhanced,
again showing the inadequacy of the simple model.
, , ^ 46 ^ 48Ca , Ca
44
The results obtained are similar to that of Ca 
The overall agreement again is poor. The Volkov potential 
again seem to give a consistently larger gaps between the
46
ground and first excited state. The calculated BE2 for Ca
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T.P V.P
J. -> TDA RPA TDA RPAi f
2* + 0+ 39.5 48.6 57.0
2* + 0* 19.7 18.3
2 4 I ' 1in. units of e fm using fe0 = 1.9 5 fm and e = e. In either
case, the method appears to be too simple minded and not
accurate enough even to reproduce the level ordering in the
,  „  48case of Ca
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6. CONCLUSIONS
We find from our results that the Nogami method
for suppressing nucleon number fluctuation is quite effective.
This can be seen from the small departure of the spurious 
+
state (0*) from zero energy. The two quasiparticle approxi­
mation for the Ca isotopes is a little too simple and can 
only reproduce the very first few levels. There is very 
little difference between random phase and the simpler 
Tamm Dancoff approximations except the departure of the 
spurious state from zero energy is even smaller.
42An indication that core polarisation effects m  Ca 
are essential is indicated by the quasiparticle results 
compared with the shell model results of Chapter 2. This 
has since been .borne out by calculations of Kuo^^"a  ^. His 
calculations show that a distinct overall improvement results 
by including core polarisation. Note that the enhancement 
of the E2 rates as calculated also indicates this, although 
some of the E2 rates for the heavier isotopes tended to be 
over enhanced. Using an effective force like Volkov's, the 
simple shell model approximation seems adequate.for calcu­
lating spectra, but for decay rates, the model has to be 
extended. As also remarked in the text, although the Nogami 
method is quite effective for nucleon number fluctuation 
suppression, it still only applies to energy levels. The 
method does not project out states with definite nucleon
-90-
numbers. The over enhancement of the E2 rates may indicate 
that one still needs to project out definite nucleon number 
states.
With regard to the results from the two forces, namely 
the Volkov, and Tabakin force, the latter still bears out
the conclusion of Chapter 2,namely it is too non central.
(61c)It also appears that (as reported by Tabakin ) , going to
second order in the G matrix expansion, the potential behaves 
quite strangely, in that the level orderings (even with 
configuration mixing) again do not come out as indicated 
by experiment. The Volkov force behaves normally, if 
normality can be defined as agreeing with most of the 
previous forces used and results obtained by other authors 
throughout the years.
-9.\ -
CHAPTER 4 
THE QUASIPARTICLE APPROACH II
1. INTRODUCTION
We have considered single closed shell nuclei in
the previous chapter. The method presented seemed adequate
up to. a point. But the presence of both protons and
neutrons in nuclei leads to complications since the proton-
neutron force is as strong as the pp and.nn forces. There
seems to be no justification in neglecting the pn force.
We thus would like to allow for this force being present.
(55 61 52)This problem has been tackled by various authors ' '
and is as yet only partially solved. One method is still
to ignore the pn force and treat pp and nn pairing separately
to define quasiparticles and then to let the quasiparticles
interact through the pn force. This method was used by
Kisslinger and Sorenson^^ . This method suffers from
the criticism that the strong pn force, which should provide
strong pn correlations,is at first ignored. Introducing
them from the beginning would sometimes favour four particle 
(55)correlations . The method also simply assumes the quasi- 
particle vacuum to be a product of the quasi proton and 
quasi neutron vacua. This would also introduce isospin
fluctuation similar in nature to nucleon number fluctuation 
A prescription for suppressing isospin fluctuation has also
-91-
been suggested by Nogami^54 .^ in spite of these short­
comings we will use the model to see what sort of results 
emerge with finite range forcesr since we already have matrix 
elements from the previous chapter.
2. THE HAMILTONIAN
The Hamiltonian describes two independent systems, 
the protons and the neutrons, and an interaction between them,
> V  = 7/p + 7/h ’+ 7/pn (4.1)
where , and /^ / are given in the previous chapter with
obvious notations and labelling. Each is expressed
in terms of quasi protons and quasi neutrons respectively
through linear Bogolinbov-Valatin transformations. Using
these transformations /^pn can also be similarly expressed.
We assume first that >V ' is of the form (T=l states)pn
pn = T E VaBy6 [C+p Cyp C+n + C+n Cyn c£p C6p
+ < p  CBn %  CYn + Can CBp C6n V  (4‘2)
where co is an adjustable constant. Through the linear 
Bogoliubov-Valatin transforms
U . C . - f ' V . C - .  i=p.n 
a . = ai ai a ai ai 
ai
we can write
y'J .0 0  = “ 1 [V P V 2 + Tn V (4.3)
7 ^  pn 2 L QC an a apa
and the residual interaction
= 0) E V : C C Cn CP : (4.6)pn a$yS ap yp Bn 6n
where again : : means normal product.
The following definitions are used:
r p = z v „ „ v , 2
a  ^ aBaB Bp
A" p = -f £ v -0£ f D uon vD
a a  ^ aaBB B Bl Bp
. 6P = £P + 4ypV 2 + r P -
a a ap a
AP = A P + 2yp (n + 1)X P
n = <N > = Z V 2 
p p a ap
Ep = { (ep -  Xp + ca Tn) 2 + Ap } 2
a 1 a a J
and similarly for p <— >n. We have extended the Nogami 
method for nucleon number fluctuation in so far as to intro­
ducing f(Np) an^ f(Nr) such that
y - / .  = H. -  X?- N. -  y1 N .2 i  = p,n.7 1 1 1 1 1
and set the conditions that <N^> = n^, as well as the
other condition for determining y1 .
+ // + // ““ = 0 ,
^  p /{ n pn '
give us the equation for determing U, V's, namely
(Ea - xi)2Ua.Va. = Aa (Ua.~Va.> 1 = Pn (4‘7)1 1  l ' l
with eP = £P + = + ^rp . The introduction of '~%f ,CL CL CL CL CL OL ' pn
thus only modifies the gap equations through the self 
energies which are here defined by (see also (3.26))
£p = 4 yPV 2 + Tp + wrn . (4.8)
a ap a a
£n = 4ynV 2 + Tn + wrp (4.8a)
a an a a .
To be able to solve for yP 'n using previously 
obtained equations (App. D) for the SCS nuclei, we make the 
following simplifying assumption:
arn 3An 3rp 3AP
cl   q   cl CjC   a
3n 3n ' 3n 3nP p n n
This can be seen to be justified if to is small, whence the 
gap equations uncouples. What we are imposing is that the 
neutron (proton) system should not feel the effects of 
changes in number of the proton (neutron) system. Then yP 
can be determined from
2lJP = (E J X  ^  « 2 S '  - < ^ P>AP
a a p P
where
_ 3 2 - 1
and
3V 2 p 9AP 3rp 2-g -E  = jP  [(E'P _XP)A(J + (2pP _ )4p ,
P P P
3 A a  b  3 v «—  = E - G(aabbo) — &----- ,~£P
3np b £ Ap 3np
a r p  ' r -  a v ; 2
- = -2 S - F(aabbo) —
9n -u ^p b a up
y is similarly obtained. The ground state energy and
quasiparticle spectrum are
TP - Ap
■//on = 2 { [eP + ^  - 2yP + 2yP V2 + ~  Tn]V2 - ~  U V oo 1 a 2 ap 2 a ap 2 a p ap
- A? n yPn 2 + (similar term for neutrons)} (4.10)1 . p p J
= E { (Ep + yP)a+ a + (En + yn) a+ a } (4.11)
' 1 1  a L a ap ap a an anJ
and the ground state for even mass nuclei is
10  0  > =  n (u + f v (fci ) (u + f v c+  c -  |o> (4 .12)1 p n ■ « ap a ap&tpap an a an an an 1
3. EXCITED STATES
In the Tamm-Dancoff approximation applied to even- 
even nuclei, with the two quasiparticle state written as
lEX> = h p t a ^ p] + V aanaen]> I V V  (4'13)
one has to diagonalise the secular matrix
<n |j# |N> ' <n |j^|p >-
__________ '------------- I (4.14)
<p 1 j>i [ n> j <p|jy|p>
- 9£-
The diagonal.submatrices have the same structure as P of 
Chapter 3. The off diagonal submatrices couple the two 
quasiproton and two quasineutron spaces and is given by
<p |>/|n >t = <n |>V|p >
<n |7/22|p >. 17 pn 1
The relevant part of is
1 pn
T^pn W E Vcx3Y(5 f^3fY Uap VYP U5n 'V£n aap &yp a£n a6n
+ exch(p ^— > n) )
so that
<7/22> ' = to a , a . {^(JLL,) F(abcdJ)
pn ab,cd b d
(U_ V, U V , + U, V U, V ) + 0 (£ JL j ’j_J)an bn cp dp bn an dp cp c bJcJd
F(abdcJ) (U V, U, V + U, V U V . ) }an bn dp cp bn an cp dp J (4.15)
/ i  2 2The other parts of contain terms like one. quasiproton
plus three quasineutrons which will not connect the two 
quasi-neutron and-proton spaces.
4 * RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS FOR Ti48, Ti50
If we neglect the coupling through the self energies
that occur due to the introduction of the pn force (eqn. 4.8),
the gap equations uncouple , and their solutions proceed
as before (Chap. 3). We have solved the gap equations in
4 8 50this approximation for Ti , Ti . Using the U's and V's, we 
have then calculated the excited states through diagonalising
-n-
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the two quasiparticle eigenvalue matrix (4.14) with residual 
quasiproton -quasineutron interaction (4.15) with w=l.
The results are shown in figures H , 20, and.labelled as
i
[lO=0, 03 -1] . We note that there are two levels for each J, 
one coming from a predominantly two-quasiproton state and 
the other from predominantly two quasineutron state.
This was also discussed by K.isslinger and Sorenson^5^  in 
their paper. In their case, they could separate the 2+ 
levels by increasing the np quadrupole strength Xnp • 
note that we must increase substantially the coupling oo 
to separate the doublet levels in our case.
The second approximation we tried was not to neglect 
the coupling through the self energies. The results are 
also exhibited in figure and labelled [oj=1 , oj'=1]. There 
is no substantial difference between this and the former 
approximation.
This could mean that the assumption of two linear 
quasiparticle transformation is at fault, otherwise an 
extra large residual quasiproton and quasineutron force 
is needed to bring some semblence of agreement with experi­
ment within the two quasiparticle approximation. Of course 
one could also vary the input single particle energies.
This would lead to some changes, but the relative gap of 
the same J levels will be almost unaltered.
From these last two chapters, we would like to draw
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the conclusion that the quasiparticle method gives a simple 
method for including core polarisation (at least in the 
case for single closed shell nuclei). However, from this 
chapter it is by no means useful in the simple version 
presented for treating non closed shell nuclei of both 
kinds of nucleons.
-10! -

CHAPTER 5 
HYPERFRAGMENTS
1. INTRODUCTION
Hyperfragments (HF) or hypernuclei as they are 
sometimes called, are species of ordinary nuclei containing 
one or more hyperons in addition to nucleons. The under­
standing of the structure and properties of these HF's 
requires a study of the basic hyperon-nucleon interaction
as well as the hyperon-hyperon interaction.. Studies along
(62)this line have been very extensive both experimentally
and theoretically, and are well summarised in reviews of 
(63)Dalitz
What has been determined experimentally has been
the binding energies of the /\ particle in light nuclei.
However, low energy A p scattering parameters have
also been determined.
Our main interest has been isomeric states of HFs.
The possible existence of such states was first pointed 
out by Pniewski and Danysz^66 .^ They suggested that the 
experimental binding energy differences of the f[ particle
7 -
in ^He may be due to the existence of an excited state 
for the HF. The experimental evidence is still incomplete 
as can be seen from figure , although the 21 events
seem to divide into two groups with about 2 MeV difference.
One could estimate the y-transition rate from this conjectured 
excited state and compare it with the f o r c e  A  decay rate.
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If the lifetime of the excited state is longer than the A
lifetime, this would add weight to the hypothesis. This task
was undertaken by Elton(66* and Rayet(67) in perturbation
calculations using the shell model as basis, and extended
by the author^  ^ to include configuration mixing up to 2hto
excitation. Our results gave a lower limit of 10™9 secs
compared to the free A  decay time of 2.36 ± 0.06.10_1° secs.
This is consistent with the Pniewsky and Danysz's hypothesis.
The calculations we performed lacked the inclusion
of the effects of a-core motion, as we have used a model of
an a core closed shell plus two valence nucleons. Dalitz
and G a l ^ 9  ^ estimate that this will give rise to an effective
2charge of q - 2e(M /M^) = 0.04e, where denotes the mass
7
of ^He . This effect thus cancels strongly, since our 
effective charge estimates ranged from -0.039e to ~0.046e. 
However this still leaves the Pniewski-Danysz hypothesis the 
most natural interpretation^^ .
2. A He7 . SHELL MODEL APPROACH
(a) Wave functions
Chronologically, this calculation proceeded that
of the previous chapters.
The calculation is concerned with trying to estimate
7
the E2 decay rate from the conjectured excited state of ^He 
to ground. Elton^^ performed a shell model calculation 
for this rate in first order perturbation theory using 
oscillator functions. The model used was that the A  acted
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only as a spectator particle, at most reducing the oscillator
6parameter of He from 1.6 Fm to 1.5 Fm. We have extended
this calculation of Elton's by performing an exact diagona-
lisation of the Hamiltonian for the set of all harmonic
oscillator functions with eigenvalues E + 2haj where Eo o
is the eigenvalue of the lowest oscillator state for the 
configurations listed in the table.
n 0n
(Is) 4 d p ) 2
(Is)4 • lp 2p
(Is)4 lp If
(Is) 4 (2s)2
(Is) 4 (Id)2
(Is) 4 2s Id
(Is)3 (lp)2 2s
(Is)3 (lp)2 Id
on for the ground and
excited state as
ib- = £ D 0 r:
f n=0 n nf
ip. = Z C 0 • 
1 n=0 n 111
(4.1)
(5.12)
Using LS coupling and the second quantised notation and that 
the. ground state has (L=0, S=0, T=l) and the excited state 
(L=2, S=0, T=l), the wave function for the configurations
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tabelled n=0 to 5 is of the form
0n (s=0 ,L, J ,T=1) = ri^ 2 E (& ^X 1^2^ 2 ^ L/^  1 ^a2 I ^ ai 2 I 1~ ^ )
C+ ^ l alal^  c+(A2a2a2^ 0> (5.3)
where n10 = —  for 1 = 2  
12 /2
= 1 otherwise.
Z implies summation over all repeated Greek indices and
UXky|LA). are the usual Clebsch Gordan coefficients as
(44)defined in Edmonds . For n=6 and 7, we have
0>- = — Z(1k1X|l ) (hpho |sz) (hTZkt I S-Z) (SZS-Z I 00) 
b /2
(3sot%3 | C D  (hyhS ] DA) (CADA|l~l)
C+ (KPa)C+ (Aa3)C+ (a£y) 0 ( k & 8 ) C (0-^-6 ) |0> (5.4)
0- = —  £  (IkIX [ L ' A') (L ' A1 2tt | LA) (kpko\SZ) |S-Z)
7 /2
(SZS-Z|00) (^a^3|cr) (hy%$|DA) (crDA|l-l) 
C+ (KPa)C+ (Xa3)C+ (7TCy) 0 ( ^ 6 )  C (0-^-5) | 0> (5.5)
where 0(abc) = (_)a+ )^+c>
From the above coupling, the coefficients , Cg further
splits into 3 terms namely D6ST, D7ST, C6ST where S refers 
to intermediate spin and T to the isospin with the following 
meaning
fO (C=l, D=0)
S=0 T = <
ll (C=l, D=l)
S=1 T-= 0 (C = 0 , D=l).
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Similarly C? splits into 6 terms C7LgT with L=0, 2 and S, T 
as given above.
E is 
Y
The transition probability with the emission of a quantum
(70)
5
T (E2) = if • £_ .1 S<Q2 >2 (5.6)
M
where
°2M = e <f l<3jrj2’^ 2M(0j) (5.7)
■ thE^ = like, and eq^ is the charge of the j nucleon. With
shell model functions in LS coupling we have iJk (L=2, S=0, T=l)
and ip^(L=0/ S=0, T=l) . Approximating the nuclear wave function
4 2 .to lowest terms (Is) (lp) , the quadrupole amplitude is
<Q2M> = - (5/2'T)% <3ea2 (5'8)
with eq being the effective charge on each of the two lp 
neutrons, and .a the oscillator parameter. Using the wave 
function as given by (5.1), (5.2), one finds that in lowest
order,
Q
<Q2M> = " / i f  ea-2 [Do (C7000" ^  S o o t  + (D700" D701) 1
which gives q to be
<3 = + / |  tDo (C7000" S o o t  + ^  (°700 ~  ~=- D701.) 1 (5'9)
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(b) The Residual Nucleon Force
We take the general two body potential as
V (12) = (W + BP - HP - MP P ) V (r 0)
o t- a £ 12 (5.10)
where the P's are exchange operators. The radial part is 
assumed to be Yukawa shape. The exchange mixtures were taken
(71)
to be those used by Soper who found it representative
for light nuclei. The values are
W = 0.4, B = 0.17, H = 0.1,
The parameters R, Vq of the potential
V(r, 0) = V 12 o r
R rl2/R
M = 0.33 (5.11)
(5.12)
12
were left adjustable.
(c) Method and Results of Calculations
The Schrodinger equation, to be solved is
(H + V) xp = Eij; (5.13)
where H0 = W 0 . H is the unperturbed Hamiltonian. Using 
n n n
the expansion (5) for the wave function \p leads to the 
eigenvalue problem for the expansion coefficients
1
■ < o o
o>1—1 
o
 
> Co co
o
 
1—1 
>
V 11+2^ (U ci =y ci
VN0
V +2hw .....  NN CN CN
(5.14)
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where are the matrix elem ents of the two body force with
n o
harmonic oscillator f— as basis.
To evaluate V^, the method of Ford and Konopinski(72) was 
used (the Brody-Moshinsky method was then unknown to the 
author) . This method uses the Wigner Eckart^^ theorem 
for evaluating angular parts and then one is left with 
evaluation of radial integrals of the form
2 _ 2
m m' , ' X1 x2 2 2 n
X1 X2 fj<.(ax^/ax2)e x^ x^ dx^dx^
V7here
fk (ri'r
which are very easily evaluated by Ford and Konopinski's 
prescription.
The results for the coefficient C from diagonalisation 
of the Hamiltonian are given in Tables II,12 and the following 
Table 10 gives the results for the effective charge and 
decay rate obtained.
(d) Discussion and Conclusion
The matrix elements depended strongly on the para­
meters chosen for the potential, and as evident from the 
tables, this provided a wide fluctuation in the lifetime.
However, from the tendency of the results we can conclude
-9
that the E2 lifetime is at least greater than 10 S. Since 
most identified /xHe^ hyperfragments come from the tt decay 
modes, one should compare this value with the mesic decay rates.
2 ) = (r^2 ) (cosa)) dcosio,
F^ 1 (m ,m 1) = 2k+l
Dalitz1s^  ^ estimates sets an upper limit on the mesic
7*
decay lifetime of A He namely £ g^He)< 0.57.10“9 sec. 
which is comparable with our lower limit for the E2 life­
time. As mentioned in the introduction, the above calcu­
lations lack the inclusion of correcting for the a-core 
motion, the effect of which, as estimated by Dalitz and Gal^69  ^
would lengthen the E2 lifetime even more.
Another disadvantage of our method is that no A 
nucleon force was taken into account, since the A was located 
only as a spectator particle, at most changing the oscillator 
parameter from 1.6F to 1.5F. A possible way of including 
this in a more realistic manner is suggested in a cluster 
model approach presented in the next section. The advantage 
of the latter approach is that centre of mass correction 
is taken care of (i.e a recoil contribution is automatically 
included). Also some NN as well as AN correlations are 
included.
3. CLUSTER MODEL APPROACH
As noted in the preceding sections, an allowance has 
to be made for the a-core motion and the hyperon-nucleon in­
teraction. A calculational approach based on the cluster 
model is feasible. The wave functions we will introduce will
(73)
be similar to those used by J. R. Dwight in her calcu­
lations on the Li isotopes.
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Yukawa Potential with Soper Exchange
V (MeV) o R (fm) a (fm)
TAB 1 - -23 1.17 1.6
TAB 2 -24 1.17 1.6
TAB 3 -30 1.00 1.5
TAB 4 -22 1.17 1.5
Table 11. Key to Table 12.
a (F) E (MeV) R(F) -V (MeV) o -q T(10~8S 1) C (109S)• a
1.6 1.854 1.17 24 0.042 2.44 4.10
1.669 1.117 23 0 .041 1.37 7.32
1.5 1.706 1.17 22 0 .039 1.06 9.40
1.685 1.00 30 0.040 1.09 9.20
Table 10. Results from Diagonalisation 
(Soper Exchange Mixture).
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li03
+
CMII 0, T = 1)
TAB 1. TAB 2. TAB 3. TAB 4.
ev=
1
-1.5608 -1.6620 -1.6006 -1.6959
n LST
0 0 .9887 0 .9875 0.9903 0 .9895 .
1 — 0 .0546 -0 .0580 -0.0488 -0 .0527
2 -0 .0191 -0 .0202 -0 .0183 -0.0178
4 -0.0190 -0 .0202 -0.0180 -0 .0178
5 -0 .0469 -0.0496 -0.0437 -0.0445
6 00 0 .0830 0 .0858 0.0784 0.0809
6 01 -0.. 0695 -0.0735 -0.0626 - -0.0673
6 10 0 .0612 0.0643 0 .0563 0.0589
7 000 -0 .0262 -0 .0271 -0.0258 -0 .0248
7 001 0 .0100 0.0103 0.0100 0 .0095
7 010 -0 .0123 -0.0125 -0 .0122 -0 .0119
7 200 0 .0003 0.0002 0.0009 -0 .0001
7 201 -0 .0039 -0.0039 -0.0041 -0 .0035
7 210 -0 .0152 -0.0159 -0.0144 -0.0145
1>f (J il o
4* cn II 0, T = 1)
ev= -3.2301 -3.5155 -3.2858 -3.4018
n ST
0 0.9512 0.9427 0.9616 0.9572
1 -0.1492 -0 .1621 -0.1320 -0.1390
3 -0 .2093 -0 .2288 -0.1824 ' -0 .1949
4 -0 .0405 -0 .0441 -0.0373 -0 .0368
6 00 0.0760 0.0799 0.0725 0 .0747
6 01 -0.0833 -0 .0892 -0.0737 -0.0799
6 10 0 .0944 0 .1018 0.0840 0.0888
7 00 -0 .0599 -0.0619 -0 .0588 -0 .0568
7 01 0 .0261 0 .0270 0 .0258 0.0248
7 10 -0 .0401 -0 .0418 -0 .0385 -0 .0380
Table 12. Wave Functions for ^He. See Text and Table 11.
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The model of the hyperfragment we have chosen in 
this preliminary investigation is
7,
A He = a + (2n) + A
Although the two neutrons do not form a bound state 
when free from a nuqlear field, the possibility of them being 
strongly correlated is very likely. This will be assumed 
such that we can write the 2n wave function as a bound state 
wave function.
The wave function can be written as:
=A{i()a (3456)i|;,n (12)x(RA-R,)t()A (r^-R) £ (0123456) }
2 n
(5.15)
^e :=A{^a{3 4 5 6 )l|;2n{1 2 )x(~4"-2)'|;A (^ o''~)C (0123456} Y2 (-4’"-2) }
where A is the antisymmetrising operator and 
6
-v* TD —   / v~ -J- v** ^  Tv_____ __-4 4 — 3 ±-4 t-5£ “ 6 X -i' ~2 2^-l+-2^' -4 ^- +- +~ +-6)
J =  1
(5.16)
Using Gaussian functions and transforming to the coordinate 
system represented thus;
A
J
x.
>
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we have
r v ?  9 9 _ $ v 2  2 2  6 2
' - j ( x 3 + 2 x 4 + x 5 ) 4 1 2 - 3 y x 2 ~2 X 0
'Pg = A {e e x2 e e £(---) } (5.17)
A
and similarly for ip with R„-R0 = x0 .e —4 —2 —2
We take the 6He levels to have S = 0,.T = 1.
Matrix elements to be calculated with the wave functions can 
be written as
<Atf)o |v|A<J)o > = 6! «J>o |.V|Ai|io > (5.18)
where ip is the unsymmetrised function.
If V is spin-ispin independent, then can be replaced by
(1 - 2P13 + P24P13)^0 (5.19)
where P ^  are permutation operators.
Normalisation for the wave functions is obtained from
N~2 = 6 ! <i|> | (l-2Pn^+P0 .+P-. (5.20)O 13 24 13 0
The.case for general spin, ispin dependent interactions can
be similarly obtained.
If we neglect antisymmetrisation, we get for the
quadrupole transition element
^ e l Q2 M ^ q >= / < — l|-(en+en) + |(2en+2e )](2M^M.-M|JM.) (5.21)
y y 16 Try .
Thus
B (E2 ,JA )  = \   ^ V  (5<22)
with e = 0, e = e . n p
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Comparing this with the shell model estimate of two valence 
neutrons outside a closed alpha core gives
I q I = o . 1 8 / (yfo^)
bQ = oscillator parameter.
It is well known that cluster model and shell model
wave functions are equivalent if a = 3 = Y after antisymmetrisa-
(74)tion . One might be tempted to set y = 1/b^ , but since
no antisymmetrisation was performed, this would be very mis­
leading. Antisymmetrisation is definitely an important
(73)effect as ascertained by Dwight in her*(p,2p) calculations.
Thus to justify our model, we have to antisymmetrise and de­
termine a, 3 , y and-6.
We now give a sketch of a proposed method for evaluating 
the normalisation and E2 transition rate. The first expression 
needed is that for a spherical harmonic. If r = sr^ + tr^  
then
-a
(75) -
' (5’23)
n_ nt
where m = (n-mTIm: *
The permutation operators are defined by
where
[C± ] =
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1  
0 .2-1 n °  0
0-1 I i 1 0 08 4 8 8
0 1 1 K 0 0
1 1 1 3  0 —  ±—i. _ 0 0  
U 4 2 4 4 U U
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
using the coordinate system given.
Let us write the wave function in the form
[di.]
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0-i 0 | 0 0
0 l-~ 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 | 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
ip = ip - 2ip^  + ip2 (5.25)
Then the normalisation factor for the ground state is
with
<ip lip >= 
Yo 1 o
y - 2 = e: <*0 n.0 - 2h  + *2>
,6 2, 2, 4(4tt) x dx .... xcdxc x„ e o o 5 5 2
-~(x2+2x2+x2) -(3/2) x
(5.26) 
2
x e
5w9 39/2 
.,9/2
4 2 , 2
~3^x 2~ o
3/2 7/2 9/2 *
(63) y a
(5.27)
-Eh. .x. x .
o o .9
d x .,.dx, e x E k..x -x. (5.28)o 5 2 1 3 - 1  J
where the coefficients h. k. . are found by application of
1 3 u 3
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,TP13 to ^o* Diagonalising by U hU = A  where x = Uy, lTu=l
and setting II kU=V, then
; o -EX.y 2 3 . 1 :(d"y) e  ^ 1 £ U0.U„ .V (y. -y .) (y -y ) 2i 2j mn —l An Ai'
5 ,2= z u ; . v . .
. A 2i 11 1=0
„ ~ZXiY i3 4 j j 9 9 '\s-i
(d y)y. e + Z [U, . V +4u A. V . . ]1 2i ]] 3 2x i] (d13y)y2y2e'ZAkYkl2]
(5.29)
Similarly, <ip | ip > has the same form as <ip | ip > with X,U,V 
o 2 ° 1
being obtained in a similar way.
For the excited state
2 = e: «po y o-2p1+i,2> .
We find
<ip lip > = o 1 1 o
c 8 09/2 5 4 TT * 3 '
213/2 (63)3/2y 7/2a9/2
(5.30)
(5.31)
r -Eh . .x . ex .
3(d x) e Z(2X1^a|jM)(2X0^a|jM)
YAl(x ) Y22(ZC2 .x .)
1
(5.32)
X 2 X A ~where Y„ (xn) =xnYn (xn). Diagonalising h .. we get, with UhU = A,
2 2 2 ' 2
x = Uy, fC2iU.k = d2k,
2 , 'ZAV k(d y) e K Z (2A1J5a|jM)(2X2J5a|jM)Y2'L(E U ^ v p  Y p  (Zd2kiLk)
X1X2a (5.33)
ywhich after some algebra and using the expansion for
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reduces to
< * 0 i v =
2 T 2 ,2 4
3.,. U kYk r„ 2i 2iYi . 40i r(d y) e [£ —h 2 E E U2id2iU2kd2ky?yk] 3 * (47T) i=0 k=i+l 21 21 2k 2k 1 k
The expression for <1f0 li'2> bein9 the same as <ip()|^1> with a 
different set- of A, U, d.
In a similar way, the matrix element for the quadrupole operator
is (with Q2m = E ei (^ ) )
i
^ e l Q2M-l^g> = NeNg 61 [D " 2E1 + E2] (5'34)
8 - 11/2 35 it  3 /
- [- ,19/2 Y9/2(6Ba3)3/21 [9 (2en) + 9 (2en + 2ep) 1
X ( 2M 1 ^ M~M 1 | JM) (5.35)
:,= E (2A^ cr | JM) 
Xa
-E h . .x . «x . *- . . i j —i — j , *
(d x) e 1] 2 ki .xi-x Y2 (x^Q^.fr.)
i j
using U hU = A , x = Uy
m
U KU = V, r = Wy where A  is diagonal,
E1 reduces to (after some algebra and integration over angles)
Ex = E e± £ (2M!^ c|JM){ (d3y)e
-SXkyk
(E V y ) 
VVJ V
V
- g  “ L  "21 4  * / 1¥  ~ 2  ‘ 1 |S-“ >
^ 4 tt r
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Similarly has the same form as E^.
Thus
B(E2) ■= (NgN^6I |D-2E1+E^) 2. (5.37)
4. CONCLUSION
We note that our earlier calculations^88  ^ substantiated 
the Pniewsky-Danysz hypothesis.
A possible extension to the calculation has been 
suggested based on the cluster model. As noted, antisymmetri­
sation of the wave functions presents no problem. The chief 
difficulty appears to be in determining the parameters 
a, 3, y r 5 • This could be done by writing down a Hamiltonian 
and doing a variational calculation. But this leads us to 
the further problem of the non uniqueness of the Hamiltonian.
One could perhaps use any convenient potential for the nuc.leon-'
nucleon force. For the A~nucleon interaction, the empirical
(V 6) (77)forces deduced by Dalitz and Downs and others may be
used.
A simpler approach would be to determine the parameters
6a, 3, y from nuclear properties of He (or approximated by those 
of 6Li) by fitting the RMS radius and variationally determine 
6 .
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APPENDIX
A. HARMONIC OSCILLATOR FUNCTION
The Schrodinger equation for a single particle 
h2 2[_ ' v + V(r)]ip=Ei|; (A. 1)
1 2 2with V(r) = yw r , has the solution
2y
 
2 
1* = Knj<r) (A.2)
Y^(r) is the spherical harmonic and R .(r), a radial function
given by 2
_yr
i \ 2 , 2. £/2 TT , 2xR„ n (r ) = N *e • (vr ) U (vr )n£' ' n£ . VVJ- ' n
tt t 2, _ n0 (2£+l) ! I , . 2 k
n£ } kfQ k (2£+2k+T)!.' ( }
2 = 2^+2'"n (2£+2n+l) !.!v3//2
^  /F [ (2£+l) !]]2 n!
nCl ~
(A.3)
k (n-k)I k!
v = yoo/fr = b 2 o
where bQ is the oscillator parameter.
The eigenenergy is
E = (2n + £ + 3/2)hw (A.4)
n£
Note that we have used the definition of the radial quantum
(7 5)number of Moshinsky , which is one less than the more 
usual definition.
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The normalisation for the radial function is such
that
[ Rn^(r)]2r2dr = 1.
o
(A.5)
B. TWO PARTICLE MATRIX ELEMENTS
The matrix element needed is 
G(abcdJ) =
where
and
(abJI EL IcdJ)
a k 0  ^ab cd
H. = ~  I V . c M c . Ci 4 a3yo a 3 o y
aab = 1 ' a = b
(B. 1)
=  /2
otherwise^where we consider interaction among like particles 
only (hence T = 1). Using jj coupling, and the LS-jj trans­
formation coefficient
A
/*a * ja\
£b * jt 
V L S J /
A  A  A
= L S j. ^b
V  * ^a
£b ^ ^b 
L S J J
B . 2)
(31)where {•••} denotes the 9j symbol , we get
lb h jb I AG(abcdJ) = - t? E A
s h
K  * L \
*a % h
L 1 S'J /
{<£ £, LS J I V | £ LL'S'J > L a b c d
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+0(»c«.dL 's,)<«.aStbLSJlv lS'dJ'cL 'S 'J (B"3)
and 0(ab) = (~)a+h
To facilitate the evaluating of (B.3) , we introduce
(75)Brody-Moshinsky brackets . They transform two single 
particle functions to relative and centre of mass coordinates 
Defining
r  =  i _  (r «=Br ) , R =  i~  (r0tr, ) (B.4)
" /2 ~ ~  /2 ~2 -1
which transforms the potential as
1 2 2 2 1 7 ? ?
2 yw (rl +r2 } = 2 1JW (r +R } <B *5)
we get the two sets of functions
lnl£ln2£2LSJ> ' ln^ALSJ>
which are related by .
lnl£llil2^2LSJ>= E (n^NA|L|n1il1n2A2) | n£N LSJ> (B.6) 
n£N
Tables for the brackets (n£N |L|n^J^n^^ and its various
i 4.- • (48)symmetry relations are given m
To facilitate computation, an Algol code was also 
written, using the formulae given by Brody-Moshinsky.
With the help of these brackets (B,3) becomes
G(abcdJ) = - E
LL’S
*a h ja\ c 35 jc
^b h A *d * 3d,j
L s J / lL '-
S J /
0 (LL')
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X £ (iUNA|L|n £n, JL) (n'il'NAlL' In I  n,L)
niln' Z '■ 2 11 a . a b b  ' ' c c d d
N
x £ U(/UJS ,Lj) U(A& 1 JS,L' j) < (nJl,S) j |v| (n1 £ ' ,S) j> (B.7)
j
where U(***) is related to the usual Racah coefficient by
U(abcd,ef) = e f W(abcd,ef). (B.8)
From here, we specialise to the forms of potential 
used, namely central and non-local.
1. Central Potential
We can express the central potential as
V = 0s v (I |) (B.9)
swhere 0 is the strength for singlet (S-0) and triplet (S=l)
interactions. With this potential we get
ilil< (nils) j | V |(n 1 £ 1 S) j > = 6 pI 0S (nil | V (r) | n ' Z) (B.10)
and (B.7) reduces to
i h i \ /f h iS . a a
G(abcdJ) = - E 0 A I 5,b jfc A
L S
a -'c
I, i •
d h J JaL S J / \ L S J
E [1+0i—&--l (n£NA|L|n I n £ ) (n ' £N/\| L | nc^cn^^ (^ )
nilNA
in
(nil|V(r) |n11) (B.11)
Furthermore, we have .
(nil | V (r) | n ’ il) = E B (nil ,n1 & ,p) I (B.12)
P
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following Brody Moshinsky (75)
The I are Talmi integrals given'by
2 ^I = Zp r(p+3/2 ) e r V(/2 bQ r)r ^ ^ d r  (B.13)
2p+2
The factor /2 b results from the transformation (B.4) whicho
differs from the usual one.
In the case of the P2 force, the Brody Moshinsky 
transformation brackets are not necessary, the final result is
.S
£ h j ,a Ja
G(abcdJ) = - X ft 0 A
LS
& h jc Jc
4b * jb A k d  ^ h i  0(L)
L S J I \ L S J
Rac(r2) Rb d (r2) i i[-££ j-- —  1 (£ oi o 20)(l.oil,o 20)W(l I. I l,,h2)1 .4 a c 1 b d 1 a b e d '
bo
R , (r^ ) R, (r^ )
+ 0 (LS) — ---- —  (I o£,o I 20) (Z, oZ o I 20) W (££,£.,£ , L2) ]
, 4  a o. d c  a D u c
bo
x q (z £ ) i L  £ £, .a c a b c d
2. Tabakin Potential (28)
For this potential, which is separable, we get 
<n£S j | V | n 1 £ 1S j > = - Ga G , + Ha H(x ,
where
G = 23/4 <£) 2a y
2 ^
H = 23 £_)a y
R _ (r) g . (/2r) r drn£ a£
R (r) h 0(/2r) r dr nil ax,
(B. 15)
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3/4The factors V2 and 2 ' again result from the choice of 
transformation (B.4) which differs from Tabakin's.
Since the momentum representation is given for the 
g ’s and h's, we apply the transform
' W / i  r) = I W k)h (/ § kr)k2dk (B-16)
and find
r = i rH! 2
a tt y n? ^n£/2
dk a (k^k2 Y no (2£+l) ! !
guJi (k)k E ( 2) m (2£+2m+l) 11 m=0
o
n ‘ tr 2 . x  £+2+2m — p /2
p 31 ( V p p e
o
N
where n = n£
nl v3/4
, p = /v r.
The integral over p may be performed and after some algebra we 
finally get
G = • n2 • 2 l+3//2 -V3/2] I (— 2)m nCa up n m=Q m
£+2 3 2.
dy g a £ (AJy)tj e
-y 1F1 (-m/£+ -^^ y ) . (B.18)
3 2with y = k//v and (-m, £+^ -,y ) is the confluent hyper­
geometric function. The expression for Ha is identical to 
G with h replacing g .
OL CL 06
We have evaluated the G and H numerically on the S.R.C.
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ATLAS COMPUTER. A check against Kuo's^^ tabulated values 
for them was obtained.
The expression (B.7) was then evaluated by inserting 
these calculated values of G and H over the singlet S and D 
and triplet P potentials.
°  fiab(rk)
- kThe expression for R (r ) given by
- , k,R , (r ) =ab Rn X ( r ) r k  Rn, A. ( r )  r2<Jr a a b b
can be evaluated easily by using the expression (A.3) for 
the R^^(r). The integral reduces to the form
2 p _-x x£ dxe
whence after some manipulation
- k k "ni~no ^
R10(r ) = bK [2 (2£,+2n..+l) !!nn ! (2£0+2n9+l) !In ']12 o 1 1  1 2 2  2
n2 nl 2 k/2 (-)f+g (A +A2+2f+2g+k+l) I I
f ! (n2~g) 1 g i (2Jl^+2f+l) ! ! (2S_2+2g+l) ' 1
D . Method for Solving Pairing Equations
Various methods are available to solve the equations
o
given in Chapter 3 for the v^,A. We have used a straight 
forward iterative procedure hinged on equation (3.24) namely
<N> = n = £ v^ , (D.l)
a
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2to calculate both A and v .
a
Inclusion of y may be best pictured as given in the 
flow diagram in figure 19.
2We guess y , the n calculate A, v^ self consistently, we 
then calculate y and compare with the old value.
This is repeated until y converges.
2No explicit formula for y relating to v^ exists as m  the
(27)pure pairing case , but equations exist which are 
convenient for solution. They will be just stated below
as their derivation is straight forward.
dr 9 dA
[1 + £ (J • A - (<s -A) A — -) ] a a a_dn____ (D>A)
/  £ (J A )a aa
J = i  [E3 + 2yA2] (D.3)a 2 a a
dV2 ' dA dr 9
“ = j [(<j _X)A 5-2- + (2y - -*-=) A ] (D.4)dn a a a dn dn a
dA £ (6 k “A) dV.
  = £ — G(aabbo) — t------ pr-— (D.5)
dn b - Ab dn
2
d r  £  d v va = -2 £ x F(aabbo) -■ ■—  (D.6)
| irgr^ff Fotf A, t/* 
i f&otA
(3'Zi - 3&)
C® L CULftre j a  
f $ 0 M
FQrts ( !> - l - -$ )
i
V.I
TCJT FO^ yw.
Cori\JeR<k£NCg
These sets of equations were solved consistently 
to find y . Thus in the block marked 'calculate y' we had 
an iterative cycle for y. A computer code was written to 
perform the above calculations.
E. TABLES OF RESULTS 
1. GAP SOLUTION'S
We present tables of solutions for the Ca isotopes 
for the Tabakin and Volkov potential (M-0.6). The following 
notations are used:--
Omega = j^+ 1/2, Lambda = X = + 2y(n+l)
Enp = ea f mu. ~ ^
2EQP = E , vv = va ' a
' 2
delta = A , self energy = 4 y v + r
a a a
Quasiparticle gd-state energy = '/^ QO
Nuclei energy = //oo + f
The tables refer to neutrons unless otherwise stated
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J IAV/ PHYSICS QUAS IPART IDLES EOLUTI GITS
VOLKOV POTENTIAL 
stag© of iteration BCS SOLUTION Ho of Nucleons
Lamda ;5-6*713 Mu - .0000
Omega Enp EQP V7 delta self energy
4 G.OGGO 1*7403 0*1192 1*1277 -5*3877
2 1*9470 4*7135 0.0069 . 0*7826 -4*0120
1 3*9500 6*6747 0*0038 0*8200 -4.0390.
5 5*6000 8*7937 0*0019 0*7736 “c? *  uo^ 6
3 6*0000 9*7461 0*0004 0*3841 -2*9747
S 6.400Q 7*6907 0*0070 1*2853 -5*5303
2 -7*3700 8*3349 0*9920 1*4873 -7.5443
1 -10*1700 11*0039 0*9965 1*2770 -7*4728
3 -13*2700 14*0230 0*9977 1*3417 -7*4018
]gCSg:HcH:#3fcsj: % Jjc 4-' #  sfc H< if & -i'-fi % 3]; r.‘; >'•^  £ >.He 3s >;•; % ^ 3|; i.of. ■£ i’('. :-;c ■.;? •%. i}; >> '4; -y:
QUAS XBAETXCLE GD-STATE ENERGY s -91.26 M©V.
NUCLEI ENERGY s-178.53 MoV,
jjc ^  O O O O >;<0 0 ^  e £ # 0 ^ sj« :f: >;< :]s & ■>?. sic ?V; st; *■ & £  ^  $ £; ?j> -jf & ■/; ><{ >[> >’• -J' ^ A
stage of iteration :s 3 No of Nucleons ~ 13
Laincla --6*625 Mu s .0602
Omega Enp EQP vv delta self energy
4 0*0000 1*7560 0*1193 1.1385 -5.3584
2 1*9470 4.6988 0*0071 0.79Q5 -4.0104
1 3.9500 6*6583 0.0039 0.8280 -4.0383
5 5*6000 8.7771 0.0020 0*7803 “3*5530
3 6*0000 9.7286 0.0004 0.3885 -2.9745
3 6*4000 7.6765 0.0072 1.2953 -5*52S3
2 -7*3700 8.1196 0*2914 1*5008 -7.3030
1 -10*1700 10.7844 0.9964 1.2916 -7.2320
3 -13*2700 13.8019 0*9976 1.3563 -7.1603
>!<>!«?!< if. if if. >;•: :■? if if. if. ^  > !•'?J: if. if “■•■ if vfc £  ! r ^  if- ^  £•' '4- if -i* ^  '4; if 4-’ ■>’ if -f %■ if if f!; '}'■ & >is sf; 4> ^
QUAS IPAJtTXCLE GD-STATE ENERGY ~ -80*83 HeV«
NUCLEI ENERGY --178.65 MeV.
^  ^  ^  sj; >[.' if, -M if if if if-if 0  if sfc >fi if if if O >£ & "p ?(' >!' & ■!< -r if $■ '•*: >/• ¥  & & sfc -?■ ‘4- V $  & 4' *$: 'Y 5j; 'f V $  '£ ¥  4- ^  ^  ^  #
- /  3 J~
J LAW PHYSICS QUASXFARTICLES SOLUTIONS
VOLKOV POTENTIAL
stag© of iteration s: 0 BCS SOLUTION No of Nucleons ss 14
Lamda =“80633 Mu = .0000
Omega Enp EQP W delta self energy
4 
2 
1
5 
3 
3 
2 
1 
3
0.0000 
1*9470 
3.9500 
5*6000 
6.QQ00 
6*4000 
-7.3700 
-10.1700 
-13*2,700 '
1*7500 
4*4396 
6 03584 
8.4948 
964946 
7*2463 
S.9382 
11.4903 
14.5135
0.2355
0*0143
0o0076
0.0037
0*0007
0*0138
0.988,1
0.9346
0.S963
' 1.4850 
1.0551 
1*1059 
1.0246 
0.5166 
1*6917 
1*9481 
1o 6842 
1.7564
-5.7071 
-4.2675 
—4.S204 
-3.8001 
-3o1524 
-5.8068 
-8.0477 
-7.8291 
-7.7697
>35 # ’i’ sjJ % '-ft •'!« % *!: >!< • ./J-, J;*  ^Jf. Sj% I j1, 3j*j :^^:4i •£ 4.’ k-: i-sfc' :sJ<»J:^sS5^sr sf:###*}:
QUAS XPARTXCLE GD-STA.TE ENERGY = -92 034 M©Vo
NUCLEI ENERGY =-185 c20 MeV.
 ^ s^jcJ/. ji ?V: 5J: £: sjcsj; >;< >*;: & sfc >5? sje #  >/’ >£ #  :}; ^  :»< ?v. #  ?fi ik 3S5:4e >'i $ nfs i’ & sfcsfcsfc ❖ # H*: it-: :k i): •>}: S: £ s*:
stage of iteration ~: 2 No of Nucleons =  14cal
Lamda s—6 « 584 Mu = .0488
Omega Enp EQP vv delta self energy
4 0.0000 It7630 0.2353 1 .4956 -5.6607
2 1.9470 4.4066 0.0148 1.0653 -4.2652
1 S.950Q 6.3238 0,0079 1,1162 -4.3136
5 5.6000 8.4580 0.0037 1.0317 -3.7933
3 6.0000 9.4561 0.0008 0,5220 -3.1524
3 6.4000 7.2142. 0.0141 1.7014 -5.3834
2 -7.3700 8.8500 0.9876 1.9605 -7.S5SD
1 -10.1700 11.3387 0,9944 1.6931 -7.6345
3 -13.2700 14.3598 0.9962 1.7699 -7.5742
jji JjisSssfcsfc r-: Y ;Jc ?>, >'; if: ■*; & if: $ vf: ?J: if: >jc jj; :£:
QUAS IPAIiTICLE GD-STATE ENERGY = -92.37 MeV,
NUCLEI ENERGY =-185.37 MeV.
J LAW PHYSICS QUASXPARTXCIES SOLUTIONS
VOLKOV POTENTIAL
stag© of iteration s 0 BCS SOLUTION No of Nucleons = 15
Lamda JS“-S*56Q Mu s= ,0000
Omega Enp EQP ¥ 7 delta. self energy-'
4. 0,0000 1.7722 0.3500 1,6306 -6.0285
2 1©9470 4.1637 0,0224 1.2323 -“4.5249
1 3.9500 6.0466 0,0115 1.291? -4*6032
5 5.6QQ0 8.1972 0.0051 1.1731 -4,0473
3 6.0000 9.2482 0.0011 0.6024 -3*3316
3 6.4000 6.7962 0.0204 1.9217 -6.4413 .
2 -7.3700 9.6165 0,9867 2,2032 -8,5509
1 -10.1700 11.9542 0.9935 1,9220 -8.IS89
3 -13.2700 14.9837 0.S956 1,9882 -8.1415
J&jfcsMc Assies?:## -if- '%■ ❖ ■!- & >|s # -K •£ %: # s*? *i >1; sj: if'. ■?: $ :-k v $ >7 # ^  $ ’4; # 'r: -v if; ;{< 4-’^ $’■ >!< +
QUASIFARTICLE GD-STATE ENERGY s -93,39 MeV,
NUCLEI ENERGY » -1 9 1 .8 Q  MeV 0
t' :i"' ^  e 'It ^  i£« ^  s^c # %■ >;<: ~A< '$■ sjc '?/. $ ry: ^  $; ;> ;^  ■>[. -I- J*: jic ’.j: 4: 4: $ 3r’. & $ # Sfc 50J *4c 5f! & $ ^ 5 #
stage of iteration = 2 No of Nucleons — 15
Lamda s—S c502 Mu =: .0463
Omega Enp EQP V? - delta self energy
4 OcOOOO 1,7865 0,3491 1.7032 -5,9633
2 1.9470 4.1207 0,0235 1,2476 -4,5221
1 3.9500 5,9939 0,0120 1,3069 -4.6028
5 5.6000 8.1423 0,0053 1.1821 “4,0464
3 6.0000 9,1906 0.0011 0*6101 *5 cy Qty «g  ^ 6
3 6.4000 6.7494 0.0210 1.9333 —G s-4358
2 -7,3700 9,4960 0.9362 2,2171 -8,3659
1 -10.1700 11.8323 0.9932 1,9400 -8.0045
3 -13,2700 14,8520 0,9954 2.0033 -7.9557
: jJs $ :f. $ $ if ije sf; sjft #  ^^ & 5f. £ is # & # ife #:f: •& • f* $ '4- $ $ sfi 
QUASIPARTICLE GD-STATE ENERGY s fy-7 $ 0 9 KeV,
NUCLEI: ENERGY --192*00 MeV,
if $ i< 4: &• $ $ $$ £ :j; * '4: Is '■!€3|:>SSCj(?^:^:5t53&$$$ $ $$$$ $ # $ $ $»j; sf: $ $ # $ $ $ $ $ $ $ 1
-) 3 >  -
J IM'l PHYSICS QUASIPARTICLES SOLUTIONS
VOLKOV POTENTIAL
stage of iteration =: 0 ECS SOLUTION No of Nuc-Isons  “ 16
Lamda s-Sc4S4 Mu = .0000
Omega Enp EQP VI? deita self energy
4 0.0000
2 1*9470
1 3.9500
5 5.6000
3 6.0000 
8 6.4000
2 -7,3700 
1 “10 ,'1700 
S “13.2700
1.8094
3.8910
5,7254
7.8907
8.9866
6,3287
10,2096
12,4082
15.4461
0.4632
0,0313
0.0156
0,0084
0.0014
0.0268
0,9368
0,9931
0.9353
1.8045 
1,3560 
1.4201 
1,2598 
0.6619 
2o0434 
2 .3324 
2.0532 
2.1100
“8.3512
-4,7344
“4,8SS0
“4,2950
“3.5123
-6.8947
“9.0541
“8.5517
“3,5158
iSEJfc 4c :*?;!< a£s afe sje ajt ajc ijc 1S1 sjc sfc >Js si; 4" £  5 s?-: v .  ■*: :$ 4' >> >5e >!« s
QUAS IPART ICIE GD-STATE ENERGY =s -34.57 MeV•
NUCLEI ENERGY =“198032 MeV.
>!? >!: sjc :Jc sje t]t sji 'J: >’< sf: >]c 4- -if. %. >>: >jc £ >;< 5-V v„- ^  j*i >Ji % # $ s*e ;•?: >■■: * 4c ^  :5? ^  S«$  #  #  s*i sjs 4 : :
stag© of iteration = 2 No of Nueleons —  16
Lamda ®“S,S99 Mu =  .0510
Omega Enp EQP W delta self energy
4 0.0000
2 1 .9470
1 3.9500
5 5,6000
3 6.GQQQ 
3 6.4000
2 -7.3700 
1  “10.1700
3 “13.2700
1.8287 
3.8232 
5.6489 
7.8101 
8,9111 
6.2629 
10.0968 
12.2985 ■
*J Kl u s $
0.4610
0.0337
0,0167
0.0067
0.0014
0.0278
0.9862
0.9928
0.9951
1,8231 
1,3808 
1,4457 
1,2737 
0.6744 
2,0603 
2.3521 
2.0359 
2,1310
-6.2565
-4.7811
-4.8885
“4,2937
“3.5137
“8.8852
U o  w yAOa
“8c3496 
-S.SI11
iJijfciJssjsjJtv*: 4c4t4t4:
QUASIFARTIC IE GD-STATE ENERGY ~ -95,37 MeV,
NUCLEI ENERGY ss-193.57 MeV.
^ ❖ ❖ 'A- ❖ ❖ *  £  #  ❖ *  ❖ ❖ *  *  -v- *  #  *  *  *  £  *  #  *  '-■ • *  #  *  ^  t  *  '*; '•■' *  *  * :-' ^  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  '■’ ^  *  *
J IA17 PHYSICS QUAS IFARTICISS SOLUTIONS
VOLKOV POTENTIAL 
stag© of iteration ss 0 BCS SOLUTION No of Nucleons — 17
Lamda
Omega
=-6.S94 Mu 
Enp
= .0000 
EQP W delta self energy
4 Go0000 1.8681 0.5751 1.8469 -6.6742
2 . 1 ©94-70 3.5954 0.0419 1.4407 -5.Q465
1 3.9500 5.S832 0.0200 1.5076 -5.1758
5 5.6000 7.5633 0.0074 <1C o&Zs- O' & -4.5426
3 6.0000 8.7275 0.0016 0.7026 “3.6945
3 6.4000 5©8*04 0.0329 2©0790 -7.3465
2 -7.3700 10.7944 0.9879 2.3819 -9.5564
1 -10.1700 12.8694 0o9982 2.1199 -8.9172
3 .-13.2700 15.9130 0.9954 2.1457 “8.8913
********** * * * * * * * 4' -•** * * * * * * * :Jl ^ Sj> 5j* J":***** ***** * * * * * * * * * *
QUASIPARTICLE GD-STATE ENERGY ~ -©6*07 MeV.
NUCLEI ENERGY =-204.76 MeV.
% # * # sj; # }J<  ^  ^ >;s  ^ s?: sfc ##:!,: .* * »|ij-5 js * * & s»; :*!-: sf: * * :£:{; £ * ■£* >Je * 4-’ 4* * * * * * *
stage of itei^ ation £j 2 No of Nucleons s 17
Lamda =-6.263 Mu = .0634
Omega Enp EQP w delta self energy
4 
2 
1
5 
S 
3 
2 
1 
3
QoQQQQ 
1.9470 
3.9500 
5.6000 
6.0000 
6.4000 
-7.3700 
-10.1700 
-13.2700
1.8992 
3.4991 
5©2689 
7.4410 
8.5957 
5.7371 
10.6751 
12.7595 
15.7943
0.5699
0.0474
0.0223
0.0080
0.0018
0.0351
0.9372
0.9927
0.9952
1.8805 
1.4876 
1.5561 
1*3242 
0.7260 
2.1115 -
n C-n*7£l £& 9 J is
2.1678
2*1828
-6.5285 
-5.04,30 
—5 .1793 
-4.5410 
-3.6982
>7 OOOQ
-9.2955
-8.6671
-8.6358
sfc*>;:*::fcs$c 4'- * * 4' 4- * * * 4c 4? * * 4c 4:4: * 4; 4-' 4' 4- * * V * * * 4-' * * * >’; *4: * * 4- >1- * * * 4' 4-' 4- * * * * * &*
QUASIP/iRTICLS GD-STATE ENERGY s -97.53 MeV.
NUCLEI ENERGY =~2Q5*G3 MsV.
4< 4: 4<* * 4; 44 >;< >Jc 4<* # 44 4s 4; 4s*:;: * ****** * * * ****** * * * * *************************
- i 3JT -
J ehysics QUASimx-iciBs solutions
VOLKOV POTENTIAL 
stage of iteration = 0 BCS SOLUTIOIT No ©f NucjIsons “ 18
Lamda =-6*269 Mu 
Omega Enp
= «0000 
EQP w delta self energy
4 0*0000 1*9641 0.6852 1*8244
1
-6*9969
2 1*9470 3*2662 0.0556 1*4971 -5*3136
1 3*9500 5*0011 0*0251 1*5647 -5.4694
5 5*6000 7*1968 0*0081 1*2930 -4 * 7899
3 6*0000 8*4220 GoOGIS 0*7287 -3*8791
3 6*4000 5 *2-8117 0*0386 2*0353 -7.0 7957
2 -7*3700 ' 11.3916 0*9097 2*2993 -10*0566
1 -10*1700 13*3553 0*9937 2*1146 —9 *2863
■ 3 -13*2700 16.4028 0*9959 2*1033 -9*2669
A A A A ❖ A A A A #  A  A  A  :>■>: A  A  >;< £ ; 4 :  A  #  s& sfs A  $  A  2&  .S SfSSiSfcstcS^SfcSfcsfcale 5f:3£4^&'A  A  A  sfcsfc A A A A  A :
QUASIFARTICLE GD-STATE ENERGY = Q  *>  c£J O MeV*
NUCLEI ENERGY ss-211.10 MeV*
A  sj<: A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  jjc A  :'o A 5{e A A A A  A  sfj A A A A 3;< :J: A  A  A  s’c :<c:£:v,  ^27: 3$; 5jC r|j 2$J t|c 3& i&t ifi A  $ si: A  A  A  A  :•{: A  A  A:
stag© of iteration = 3 No of Nucleons = 18
Lamda =—6o068 Mu 
Omega Enp
= *0855
EQP VV delta self energy
4 G*0000 2*0201 0*6724 1.8962 -6*7643
2 1*9470 4  C P O  O? o  B^ OU 0*0693 1.5948 -5*3112
1 3*9500 4*8321 0.0307 1.66-59 -5*4819
5 5*6000 7*0111 0.0093 1*3490 -4*7876
3 6*0000 8*2157 0*0022 0.7780
3 6*4000 5*1581 0*0436 2*1069 -7*7595
2 -7*3700 11*2494 0*9887 2*3769 -9*6234 •
1 -10*1700 13*2403 0*9930 2*21-12 -8*9519
3  -13*2700 16*2686 0*2955 2*1816 -8*2197
A A & A A A A A A A  A A A A A A A A A  £  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  si£ & A  A A A : 5< A  :4c A  >; if. * A  A  A  A  A A >;■' A >)■ A  AAA* A  :
QUASimRTXCLS GD-STATE ENERGY =-‘800*76 MeV»
NUCLEI ENERGY =-£11.51 MeV»
5fi % 4; ij: ^ * ❖ n't- ❖ $ * ❖ ❖ £ :K * * * # & t- =:< $ * ❖ :-}■: sjs $ % A * A * ■£ * * A * * $ * * & $ * •*•’ £ -*• A # * A* :}• * ^ %
J 1AVT FAYSICS qtj&siparticles solutions
VOLKOV POTENTIAL
stag© of it erection sI 0 BCS SOLUTION Ns? ef Nucleons s 19
Lamda -“So076 Mu = .0000
Caiega Enp EQP delta self energy
4 OoQQOO 2.1420 0.7898 1.7457 “7.3177
2 1.9470 2.8801 0.0784 1.5403 -5.5842
1 3.9500 4.5437 0.0327 1.6156 -5 o7790
5 5.6000 6.7569 Q#0G87 1.2539 “5.0363
3 6.0000 8.0410 G.0022 0.7542 -1.0703
3* 6.4000 • 4.6543 0.0445 1.9194 “8.2357
2 “7.3700 12.0352 0.9919 2.1514 “70.5472
1 “10.1700 13.9094 0.9945 2.0S01 -9.6618
. 3 -13.2700 16.9507 0.99S5 1 .9908 “2.6332
sfc ft ft ft ft ft >v Vc :^ftft ftftftftftftftft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft: ft ft ft ft ft ft ft: ftft: ft ft: ft ft ft ft. ft: ft: ft: ft ft ft ft:
QUASIPARTICLE GD-STATE ENERGY »“101.84 MoVo"
NUCLEI1 ENERGY ^*217.28 MeV.
ftftftftftftft ft: ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft :■: ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ftft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft: ft .ft ft ft ft ft: ft ft ft ft: ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft;
stage of iteration ss’ 7 No of NuqLeons “ 19
Lamda s-5.814 Mu « .1104
Omega Enp ' EQP w delta self energy
4 0.0000 2.2260 0.7608 7.8897 “6 .©755
2 1.9470 2.7770 0.1100 1.7376 “5.5957
1 3.9500 4.3476 0.0455 1.8175 “5.8121
5 5.6000 6.5266 0.0111 1.3700 • “5.0337
3 6.0000 7.7672 0.0030 0.8477 “4.0935
3 6.4000 4.5529 0.0551 2.0785 “8.1635
2 “7.3700 11.8403 0.9903 2.3249 -70.0542
1 -10.1700 13.7797 0.9932 2.2633 -9 .2369
3 “13.2700 16.7802 0.9958 2o7590 -9.1850
ft: ft ft ft ft:*ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft i?; ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ftft ft ft : ft ft ft ft" ft ft.y: ft: ft ft ft ft ft ft ftftftftftftftft:
QUASIPARTICLE GD-STATE ENERGY s-105o21 MeV•
NUCLEI ENERGY s~217e78 MeV*
ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft * ft ft ft ft 4- ft ft A ftft $ ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft' ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft
-  f 3 7 -
J LAY/ PHYSICS QUASIFARTICLSS SOLUTIONS
VOLKOV POTENTIAL
stag© of iteration ~ 0 BCS SOLUTION No. of Niseieons s 20
Lamda S“5*776 Mu s= .0000
Omega Enp EQP w delta self energy
4 0.0000 2.5035 0.8691 1.6921 “7.6282
2 160470 2.4702 0.1367 1.6972 “5oS284
1 8C95QQ 3.9830 0.0517 1.7669 -6.t500
5 5o6QGQ 6.2206 0.0100 1.2898 “5.2805
3 6*0000 7.5345 0.0030 0.8263 -4.2872 •
3 6.4000 3o9821 0.0552 1.8185 ~S06336
2 -7*3700 12.7441 0 .9937 2.0135 -10o0903
1 -10.1700 14.5982 0.9950 2.0357 “10„0576
. .3 -13*2700 17©5920 0 o9071 1.8082 -9.0956
********** ********** ********** ********** ********** ********** 
QUASIPiiRTICLS GD-STATE E2G3RGY s-107.68 MeV*
NUC1EI ENERGY-=-223*21 MeV*
**** * * * *1' * * * * * if: * * if: * * * * * * * * A * £ * * * 1s & * * * * is * *;»: * # 1c & ;»: * 1c A* 1c $ >j:* if: ¥ * 1c * * * * 1c 1; 4: * ***
stage of iteration :-  9 No of Nucleons s 20
Lamda s~5.575 Mu s .1144
Omega Enp EQP vv delta self energy
4 0.0000 2.5334 0.8290 1 .9078 -7.2422
2 1.0470 2.5014 0 o1785 1.9158 —5 o 9114.0
1 3.9500 3.8864 0.0707 1.9919 -6.1882
5 5.6000 .6.0613 0.0135 1 o3B84 -5.2775
3 6.0000 7. SI 64 0.0041 0.9SS2 “4.3189
3 6.4000 4.0048 0.0705 2.0502 -8.5350
2 “7.3700 12.4629 0.9918 2.2703 “10.4598
1 -10.1700 14.4080 0.9934 ' 2.82915 “3*6218
3 “13.2700 17.3486 0.9962 2.1410 -Do5214
********** ********** ********** ********** ********** ********** 
QUAS IFAR'T ICLE GD-STATE EKEITtY =?~1C3cS2 MeV«
NUCLEI ENERGY =-223*72 MeVe
*** * * 4s * it * 4: * * ******** * ******* * * * * * * * * * * * *** * * * * * * * * * * * * 1: * & * ************
-J 3P -
j t&Ti mvsxcs QU^ISARTICLSS solutions
VOLKOV POTENTIAL FROTQNS
stage <of iteration s 0 BCS SOLUTION No of Nucleons ~ 14
Lamda ;s-8«64G Mu J= .0000
Onega Enp EQP w delta self energy
4 0.0000 1.7371 0.2366 1.5190 -5.7048
2 1.9000 4.4123 0.0151 1.0764 -4.2673
1 4.1000 6.5232 0.0075 1©1276 -4 .3213
5 5.6000 8.5114 0.0C38 1.0449 - 3 07993
3 6.0000 9 .5094 0.0008 0.5285 -3.1516
3 6.4000 7.26C4 0.0143' 1.7231 -5.9871
2 -6.7100 8.3511 0.9856 1.9219 -o®0464
1 -9.5100 ■10.8290 0.9336 1« 7305 -7.8261
." 3 -12.6100 IS.8468 0.9957 1 *8037 -7.7651
********** ft*********
QUAS IFART ICXiS GD-STATE ENERGY s -84.29 MeV*
NUCLEI ENERGY £-177.34 MeV.
stage of iteration s 2 No of Nucleons s 14
Lamda £-6.602 Mu = «0560
Omega Enp EQP w delta self energy
4 OoOGQQ 1.8040 0.2SS4 to5331 -5.651Q
2 1.9000 4.3754 0.0157 1.0894 -4.2644
1 4.1GQQ 6.4827 0.0078 1.1408 -4.3205
5 5.6000 8.4696 0.0039 1.0542 -3.7983
3 6.0000 9.4656 0.0008 0.5353 -3.1515
3 6.4000 7.230-4 0.0146 1.7360 -5.9832
2 -6.7100 8.1S30 0.9847 2*0035 -7.8243
1 -9.5100 1G.655? 0.9932. 1.7502 -7.6026
. 3 -12.6100 13.6706 0.9955 . 1.8218 -7.5403
**********^ *********$ «$*****«*¥ ****&**’*** ********** 
QUASIFARTICIE GD-STATE ENERGY = -84.32 MeV#
NUCLEI ENERGY s-177.53 MeV. •
* * * * *** * * * * * * * * * * * **** * * * * & * * * * * * * * * * * * * $ **** * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * >? * * * * *
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J XAW PHYSICS QUASIPARTICUES SQLUTiClJS
T&BAKIN POTENTIAL.
stag© of iteration. = 0 BCS SOLUTION Ho of NueiXeone = 13
Lamda =“5.520. Mii - .0000
Omega Enp EQP W delta e@If energy
4 0.0000 0.8136 0.1219 0.5324 “4.S046
2 1.9470 3,2385 0.0049 Go 4506 “4.2598
1 3.8500 6.7800 0.0020 0.6073- “2.7091
S - 5.6000 7.3623 0.0006 0.34S0 “3.7659
3 6.0000 7.8472 0.0002 0.1952 “3.5751
3 6.4000 7, 9119 - 0.0053 1.1503 “4.0920
2 -7.3700 7.6420 0.992S 1.31.12 “5.6785
1 -'. -10.1700 10.4986 Go 9984 0.8471 “5.8143
s “13c2700 . 14.0455 Go9983 ■- • 0.7329'- • “6.2762
$$$£$&$*$$ sic*#****### $*#$$$$$$$
QUASIPARTICLE GD-STATS ENERGY = “86,89 MeV.
NUCLEI ENERGY =“16SC 65 MeV,
%#%%%%# $$ $$$$ A ❖ ❖ A A # & ❖ >35 Sjt s£ #** <1< & A * & ❖ & J§i # Sji >}J $ Sfc $ * $ © ❖ # # A # * # ❖ A ❖ $ *3! A * £ # $ A
stag© of iteration := 1 No of N U ' s l e o n s  = 13
Lamda =“5 ,520  Mu = .0007 -
Omega Enp EQP w delta eolf energy
4 0.0000 0.8140 G. 1219 0.5326 '“ 4.9044
2 1 .9470 3,2385 0.0049 0.4508 -4 .2 6 0 0
1 3 .9500 6 .7880 0.0020 0.6076 “2 .7092
5 5 .6000 7.3623 Go 000S 0.3492 “3 ,7660
3 6.0000 7.S472 0.0002 0,1953 “3 .5752
3 6.4000 7 .9119 G. DOBS 1.1507 “4.0922
2 -7 .3 7 0 0 7.6400 0.9926 1.3116 “3.6762
1 -1 0 .1 7 00 10,4965 0.9904 0.8474 -5 .81 1 8
3 “13.2700 14.0433 0.9993 0.7333 -6 .2 7 3 8
AAAA* sh#.*## *#***& A**:?.
QUASIPARTICIS GD-STATE ENERGY = -96.89 MeV.
NUCLEI ENERGY =-168.65 MsV.
&  £>"' s{j ?}; i’-; sj: A  >j; A  A:j: A  s|; ;Js :y; sj: tj: :-ic A  j-Js A  :A: sjc ;£;£ :;’■: A  A  A  A  A  A  'J{. ;3s ft A  A  A A A  A  A  A  A  -A A  A  V  A  ^  A  A  A  V  •■!* -V A-:‘ A  -T; A  V  *f A  V
-/y-c—
J LAW PHYSICS QUASXPARTXCLES SOLUTIONS
TABAIQN ■ POTENTIAL
stage ii<~I0aH■P*«8-4©•Ho 0 KC(5 SOLUTION No of Nu©Xeons = 14
Lamda =“5.524 Mu := .0000
Omega Enp EQP w delta self energy
4 0.0000 0. 8182 0.2418 0.7007 “5.1015
2 1.9470 2.9964 0.0102 0.6016 “4.5356
1 3.9500 6. 6114 0.0038 0.8152 “2.9131
5 5.6000 7.1668 0.0010 0.4624 “3.9721
3 6.0000- 7.7636 0.0003 0.2587 “3.7647
3 6.4000 7.4925 0.0103 1.5103 “4.5854
2 '“7.3700 8.1918 0.9888 1.7221 “6.1627
1 “10.1700 10.8423 ' 0.8973 1.1177 “6.1385
3 “13.2700 14.3964 0.SS89 0.9592 “6.6184
#£'4;:$!# aj: s|j sgj sjs sji sfs-
QUAS I PARTI CDS GD-STATE ENERGY = “96.84 MeV.
NUCLEI ENERGY =“174.17 MeV.
❖  &  ❖  ❖  *  £  #  *  £  £  # ❖  -I- $  *  3  * ags sfc #  #  >Jc % % %% sjs % #  $  *  j§! sfc #  5^  sjc ;j; $  *  *  *  #  *  sjs *  sj: *  #  -St &  *  sfj >:< *  *  £  ajs #  ❖  *
stage of iteration = 2 No of NueXoons = 14
L&s&Za =“5.528 Mu ;=“.0049
Omega Enp EQP w delta self energy
4 Oo 0000 0.8173 0.2418 0.6999 “5.1063
2 1.9470 3.0002 0.0101 0.6010 “4.5358
1 3.9500 6.6155 0.0038 0.8145 “2.9131
5 5.6000 7.1710 0.0010 0.4618 “3.9721
3 6.0000 7.7678 0.0003 0.2584 “3.7647
3 6.4000 7.4963 0.0103 1.5101 “4.5857
2 “7.3700 8.2063 0.98S9 1.7215 “6.1820
1 “10.1700 10.8572 0.9973 1.1169 “6.1578
3 “13.2700 14.4115 0.9989 0.9583 “6.6379
sfcsfcsjisjssfc:-! %%%%*%%*%*
QUAS I PART I CDS GD“STATE ENERGY = “93. 83 MeV.
NUCLEI ENERGY =“174.16 MeV. - 
* * * * * * * # * * * * * * ❖ £ * * $ $ * * * * * # * ❖ * * * * * ❖ *£ * £:-' *:-: ^ ^* * * * * ** * *
J MX! PHYSICS QUASIPAETI.CIES SOLUTIONS
TABAKIN-POTENTIAL
stag© of iteration =. 0 BCS SOLUTION No of KUeleons = 15
Lamda =“5*532 Mu = .0000
Gmega Enp EQP w delta self energy
4 0*0000 0*8297 0*3606 0*7963 “5*3004
2 1 * 9470 2*7563 0*0161 0* 6935 “4* 8111
1 3*9500 6*4344 0*0054 0*9440 “3*1169
5 5*6000 6*9737 0*0014 0* 5299 “4*1782
3 6*0000 7*5814 0* 0004 0*2973 “3* 9581
3 _ 6*4000 7*0649 G*0147 ■ 1*7026 =5*0750
2 “7*3700 8*7002 0*9874 1 * 9418 ■ “6*6425
1 “10*1700 11*1739 0*9963 1*2703 “6*4632
3 “13*2700 14*7413 0* 9986 1 * 0825 “6*9631
#*$$$$$$#$ $$$$$4$$*$
QUASIPARTICIE GD-STATE ENERGY = “96*72 M©V«
NUCLEI ENERGY =“179*70 MeV*
stage of iteration = 2 No of Nu©l©ona =
Lamda =“5*539 Mu ;=“.0052
Omega Enp EQP w delta self ©n<
4 0*0000 0* 8289 0*3607 0*7960 “5*3084
2 1 * 9470 2*7626 0*0160 0*6927 “4*8120
1 3,9500 6* 4414 0*0054 0*9429 *=3.1174
5 5*6000 6* 9S07 0*0014 0*5293 “4*1788
3 6*0000 7*5886 0*0004 0*2933 “3 o 9566
3 6*4000 7*0706 0*0147 1 * 7023 “50 0767
2 “7*3700 8*7140 0*9874 1*9413 “6.6644
1 “10.1700 11*1876 0*9968 1*2693 . “8*4847
3 “13*2700 14*7553 0*9937 1*0826 “6* 9849
#%%%&%%%%% **###**$♦* *$*$$££**$
QUAS I PART ICLE GD-STATE ENERGY = “96*67 MeV*
NUCLEI‘ENERGY =“'179*68 MeV* -
*  $ ❖ £ * * sje >J: $ $ A-# $ # ❖ £ * * * * $ <: $ # ❖ A ■ % * ❖ t- # * * # # # ❖ * * * £ # ❖ £ ❖ * * ❖ * * * & ❖ * # # ❖ # >* * ❖ * * ❖ * * $ $ $ $
- * y z -
J 1AVI PHYSICS QUASXPARTICLES SOXJDTIOSS
TABAKIN POTENTIAL
stag© of iteration = 0 ECS solution No of Hu©lL©ong = 16
Lamda, =-5 o 53 8 Mu = .0000
Qm©ga Enp EQP w delta . self energy
4 Oo 0000 0.85G2 0.4786 0 .8494 -5 .5011
2 1 .9470 2 .5110 0.0228 0.7497 -5 .0881
1 3.9500 6.2498 0 . OQg 3 1.0249 -3 .3223
5 5 .6000 6.7765 ‘ 0.0018 0.5702 -4 .3851
3 6.0000 7 .3944 0.0005 0.3215 • -4 .1501
3 6.4000 6.6178 0.0186 1.7859 -5 .§652
2 -7 .3 7 0 0 9.1836 0.9875 2.0381 -7 .1221
1 -1 0 .1 7 0 0 11.5025 0 . 9S65 1.3493 -6 .7 9 0 3
3 -13 .2700 15.0874 0.9986 1.1455 -7 .3 1 1 4
£$*$$«#*«' $******❖#-* #$$$$«$$** ********** 
QUASI PARTI CIS GD-STATE ENERGY = -96.63 MeV.
NUCLEI ENERGY =-185.24 MeV.
stag© of iteration = 2 Ho of Nu(QO gl©ons = 16
Lasda =-5.539 Mu =-.0010 -
Oai@ga Enp EQP w delta self energy
4 OoGOGO Oo 8499 0.4788 0.8491 -So 5030
2 1.9470 2.5126 Oc 0228 0.7494 • -5.0882
1 3.9500 6.2517 0.006S 1.0245 -3.3223
5 5.6000 6.7783 0.0018 0.§700 -4.3851
3 6.0000 7.3963 • 0.0005 0.3214 -4.1501
3 6.4000 6.6193 C.0185 1.7857 =6.5655
2 -7.3700 9.1858 0.9875 2.0379 -7.1261
1 -10.1700 11.5047 0.9966 1*3490 -S.7346
3 -13.2700 15.0897 0.9986 1.1452 -7.3154
***$*$$$** *#***$#*!&* j&sjssfcsi:**;#*##: *£#&##&:{*:## ###******:* %%%#:-:%%**%
QUAS I PART I CIS GD-STATE ENERGY = -96.62 MeV.
NUCLEI ENERGY =-185.23 KaV.
-/ A3 -
J 1 M  PHYSICS QUASIPARTICLSS SOLUTIONS
TABAIQN POTENTIAL
stag© of iteration = 0 BCS SOLUTION No of Nusleons = 17
Lamda :=-50 532 Mu = *0000
Omega Enp EQP w delta self energy
4 
2 
1
5 
3
. 3 
2 
1 
3
0* 0000 0,8823 
1*9470 2*2516 
3*9500 6*0481 
5*6000 6*5672 
6o0Q0G 7*1S43 
6*4000 6*1398. 
“7*3700 9*6539 
-10.1700 11*8370 
-13*2700 15,4421
0*8962 
0*0307 
0*0079 
0*0020 
0*0005 
0*0214 
0*9888 
0* 9967 
0* 9986
0* 8658 
0*7771 
1*0676 
0*5882 
0*3346 
1*7760 
2,0289 
1*3669 
1,1555
“5*7018 
“5*3653 
“3*52-89 
“4*5913 
“403455 
“6* 0549 
“7,6003 
“7*1199 
“7* 6608
jJ jsJ '.}}!#  >'i s-s&  #  £  £  :J: :Jc :ij sf; %yr-t-Z sjsfcsfi  $ s}: # $ # sj: J{« s}; # & 5£ sje
QUASIPARTICLE GD-STATE ENERGY = -96* 73 MeV*
NUCLEI ENERGY =-120*77 MeV*
>i< sf: sjc jf:  •«£: sjs sjs fs, sjc sjs sjs $  i j i  sf: >je &  *  >'•' s£ if : sgs sfc ij- sii $  #  A sj; #  $  sjj !{; sj: s§3 sjs >■„• $  j j ;  if s£ $ &  s;: s}: ^  $  jj£ sj;
stag© of iteration = 3 •No of Nu©leons = 1 7
Lamda =“5.510 Mu = *0096
Omega Enp EQP W delta self energy
4 0*0000 0*8855 0* 5956 0.8692 “50 679S
2 1 * 9470 2*2335 0* 0316 0*7812 “5*3649
1 3*9500 6* 0270 0*0080 1*073-5 ' “3*5297
5 5*6000 6.5457 0*0020 0*5909 “4,5913
3 6,0000 7.1724 0,0006 0.3367 “4*3459
3 6*4000 6.1222 0* 0216 1*7780 “ 6 *  0523
2 “7.3700 9*6376 0*9888 2*0326 “7*5612
1 “10*1700 11. 8221 0*9966 1*3717 “7*0826
3 “13*2700 15*4258 0*9986 1 * 1592 “7* 6225
s£ ^  #  s?? &  ❖  #  ❖  ❖  ❖  % #  r ji &  # : & % A  ' sj: $  $ sf; £  ^  >'f '■%
QUASIPARTICIS GD“STATE ENERGY = “93* 98 MeV*
NUCLEI ENERGY =“190.82 MeV.
sjc ->|i #  •-£ £  A  ❖  sj-s s*s ❖  5’: £ j - ; i j ;  ^  ?;? #  aSu s£ i f : #  '4: s£; sj: *  :.J*.r-Js A  s': #  sj; A ik i; jJ: if ; J; :'f;  £  % #  %
-/ *+ <i- -
J IAW PHYSICS QUASIPARTICJJES SOLUTIONS
TAB/LEIN POTENTIAL
stag© of iteration = 0 BCS SOLUTION No of Nucleons = '
Lamda =-5. 502 ‘ Mu := .GOOD
Omega Enp EQP W .delta self e&<
4 Oo 0000 Oo 8346 0.7138 0.8450 -5.8016
2 1o 9470 1o 9639 0.0407 0.7704 -5.6455
1 3o8500 5.8144 0.0086 1.0743 -3.7382
5 5o6G00 6.3329 0.0021 0.5832 -4.7884
3 6o 0000 6.9670 ■ 0.GOO0 0.3369 “4.5430
3 6.4000 5.6109 0.0227 - 1.6897 -6.5457
2 -7.3700 10.1279 ■ 0.9910 - ■- • 1.9103 -8.0785
1 -10.1700 12.1921 0.9970 1.3225 -7.4526
3 -13.2700 15.8180 0 .8 8 8 8 1.1119 -8.0113
>?' #  ' £  ❖  ❖  &  4: ❖  '•!'• £  sje s-J: >J-. As): if: '■{: ?!« vj: s^; s-J? s!
QUASIPARTICIS CD-STATE ENERGY = -37.25 MeVt 
NUCLEI ENERGY =-186.30 MeV.
5{e ?*: sj: }'?.:£  -.1'. >;j s': >Ji ;£  :f: >;<
: s's :'t sj*;jc & A »J; %. 5$; & )’/. sj: A %i$ $ *s ~Ji sf: % sfc tis 5jf ^ sj< 4! 5;. >*< jv* ?(c 5^; Sj? Y- y’: :{c ’/f s|s # 5$. :{i t' *s: £ '*!■ '•
stag©
Laisdei
of iteration 
=-5.418 Mu
= 2
= .0313
No of Nucleons = 18
Omega Enp EQP W delta ©elf energy
4 0.0000 0.9497 0.7097 0.8321 -5.8161
2 1.9470 1„8995 0.0463 0.7984 -5.6412
1 3.8500 5.7314 0.0094 1.1086 -3.7442
5 5.6000 6.2497 0.0023 0.5971 —4.7987
3 6.GOOD 6.8813 0.0008 0.3475 -4.5452
3 6.4000 5.5499• 0.0237 1.6886 -6.5310
2 -7.3700 10.0848 0.9907 1.9329 -7.8454
1 -10.1700 12.1602 0.9969 1.3481 -7.3330
3 -13.2700 15.7778 0.9987 1.1312 -7.8849
sfcsj:?: j|? %-{< A >1 }Jisj:£ jJ< :f:
QUASIPARTICLE GD-STATE ENERGY = -98.34 MeV.
NUCLEI ENERGY =-186.42 MsV.
&  %. * %. £  % % #  £  jjc *  #  #  £  *  s': £  sji #  *  s*: 5^ ije & • sfc :>  ->. >1: 5j: sjt. A  si-: jjs jJ: #  ❖  *  #  >1? A  *  A  &  A  $  *  ❖  &  A  s': :{« s ' : > J :  :I< £  &  £  *  &
'*S'-
J IAVI PHYSICS QUAS I PART ICLES SOLUTIONS
TABAKIN POTENTIAL
stage of iteration = 0 BCS SOLUTION No of Nu©leons = 19
L&ssdla =“5*4.17 Mu = * 0000
Omega Enp EQP w delta, self energy
4 0* 0000 1 * 0341 0* 8298 0* 7772 “60 0989
2 1 * 9470 1*6175 0* 0563 0* 7437 “5*9284
1 ' 3*9500 5* 5128 0*0091 1o 0461 “3* 9541
5 5*6000 6.0429 0*0021 Oo 5.497 “4* 9988
3 . 6*0000 6*6813 0* 0006 Oo 32« 8 “4*7434
3 6* 4000 4* 9950. 0* 4 1*4450 “7 o0348
2, “7*3700 10.6371 0*9939 1 * 6580 “8* 5538
1 “10*1700 12*6028 0*9977 1*2042 “7*7919
3 “13*2700 16*2450 0*9991 1.0003 “8*3609
sjcsSssJcS'SsfisJ: 4c s-}: A A' a^sfcj’c 'J‘. 4:4:4s $  jf;
QUASIPARTICLE GD-STATE ENERGY = “98*84 MeV.
NUCLEI ENERGY =“201*76 MeV.
sj: sj: : < c ^  :£  &  $  &  &  tf. % % sjc #  ;£  &  :<£ jjs &  >'s $  sj: #  c-fs sjc ;(s >Jc :£« $  s*i &  &  &  :{< &  A' ^  ^  $  :f: '4s #  #  $  sji &  252 V &  V- £  >3;
stags of iteration = 6
Lssia ===50 218 Mu = .0881
Omega
4 
2 
1
5 
3 
3 
2 
1 
3
Enp
)oGOQO 
i o 9470 
> 9500 
,6000 
, GOOD 
, 4G00 
,3700 
»1 Oo 1700 
°13o27Q0
EQP
1*0822 
1o5024 
5o3126 
So 8485 
6.4726 
40 8903 
10® 5438 
120 5688 
16*1719
w
0*8120 
0*0839 
0*0124 
Oo 0027 
O0OOO8 
0*0254 
Oo 9929 
Oo 9373 
Oe S989
No of Nucleons = 19
self energy
=5o8934 
•“So 9150 
“3 o 9874 
“5* 0011 
“4.7582 
H3o9764 
“8 02428 
■=>7 o 5482 
“Sc 0339
0» 8456 
Oc 8329 
1*1753 
0*6039 
0.3683 
1*5389 
1 * 7667 
1*3118 
1*0800
*$$$$$$$$$ £ ^ H: * $ % $4.: A# %%#%%%%&%% sfs# *&*###*&
QUASIPARTICLE 6D“STATE ENERGY =“101*54 MeV*
NUCLEI ENERGY =”201*99 MeV*
jj< }£ £  £  4* ; . 'c ^  £  -fz ;)? $  s** jfj $  4*4* £ 45 ^  4{ 4- A< ■¥■ -h 4t $  & -v: $  *  s j i A' % % "4:$  & & $  $  $  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  3s Y  ^  ^  ^  ^
_ J f+y -
J LAW PHYSICS QUASIPARTICLES SOLUTIONS
TABAKIN POTENTIAL
stag© of iteration = 0 BCS SOLUTION No of Nucleons = 20
LaEiCia =~5.187 Mu = oGOGO
Omega Enp EQP w delta self enerv
4 0.0000 1.3131 0.9261 0.6869 -6.3066
2 1.9470 1.1702 0.1137 0.7431 -6.2304
1 3.9500 5.0296 0.0117 1.0825 -4.2257
5 5.6000 5.6118 Oo 0021 0.5111 -5.1989
3 6.0000 6.2311 0.0007 0.3329 —4.9652
3 6.4000 4.2691 0.0180 1.1360- -7.4722
2 -7.37GQ 11.2450 0.9S6S 1.S099 -8.8858
1 -10.1700 13.2044 0.9984 1o 0675 -8.1786
3 -13.2700 16.8083 0.9994 Oo 8450 -8.7044
*****!A*:*:* * ******** ;>§; A A A A A A AA A ❖ *****A A A A A A A A A AH-C /j» iji 2§J 1,* »T J
QUAS I PARTICLE GD-STATE ENERGY =-103.33 MaV.
NUCLEI ENERGY =-207.08 MeV.
s{: & A A # A >"t A >Jc ?;!A & A >.’c A A A A AAA jJjjJc AAAAAAAA A A s;t A AAA A t’ti”: :‘c A A A A A  A A A A A A A A A A A A A AA A
stag© of iteration = 20 No.of Nucleons = 20
Ioanna =-5.027 Mu = .0806
Omega Enp EQP w delta self energy
4 
2 
1
5 
3 
3 
2 
1 
3
0.0000 
1.9470 
3.9500 
5.6000 
6.0000 
6.4000 
-7.3700 
-10.1700 
-13.2700
1.3175 
1.1875 
4.8560 
5.4578 
6.0480 
4.2949 
11.0362 
13.1218 
16.6459
0.8890 
0.1719 
0. 0182 
0.0032 
0.0011 
0.0261 
0.9949 
0.9976 
0.9991
0.8279 
0.8961 
1.2936 
0.6154 
0.4025 
1.3699 
1.5789 
1.2853 
1„0200
-6.0530 
-6.1951 
-4.2974 
-5.2040 
-4.9925 
-7.3536 
-8.5809 
-7.9169 
-8.3728
H es f tH t& A A & A A A  A>-o,^AA A * A A A  £  A  A  A  A  A A A A A A A A A A  A A A A * A A A A A  A *  A *  H o l e * * * *
QUASIPARTICLE GD-STATE ENERGY =-105.15 HeV.
NUCLEI ENERGY =-207.30 MoV.
*• £ ^  *• * A * £ * $ * * * jfr -t ^  ❖ * A ❖ ❖ A A $ :Jj * A A A A * * ❖ * ❖ A =§e ❖ Is >5= $ ❖ ❖ A A * 4: * •$ ❖ * * :t * ❖ * A A A ******
—f V / -
J LAV PHYSICS QUAS IPARTICLES SOLUTIONS
TABAKIN POTENTIAL PROTONS
stage of iteration = 0 BCS SOLUTION No of N$i©leons = 14
Lamda =“5,334 ltd ~: oGOQO
Omega Enp EQP w delta self energy
4 Oo 0000 0,£451 Oo 2427 0,7246 “5.0990
2 1o 9000 2.S625 0.0109 0.6152 “4.53 SO
1 401000 6,7705 0.0033 0,8307 “2,9146
5 5,6000 7.1785 0.0011 0.4787 “3.9714
3 6,0000 7,7756 0.0003 0,2689 “3.7630
3 6,4000 7,5033 0,0104 1o 5256 -4.5873
2 -6, 7100 7,5452 0,9865 ■ 1.7414 “6,1655
1 -9,5100 10,1794 0.9988 1.1431 “6.1389
3 “12,6100 13,7267 0,9987 0.9909 “6,6148
* * * * * * **** * * * * * * * * * : *  *  ‘if. *  *  *  *  *  si;O S « * ****** ****** * * * * * ***** *
QUAS I PARTICLE GD-STATE ENERGY = “88.82 MeV.
NUCLEI ENERGY =“166.30 MeV.
* * if: * * >*;* i'/.s§: * * * /}: * * * $ -J;* * >): * :>• * * * * * -‘s :’c fJi sjs ** * * ** *** * * * * V * ** * * * * $ ******* * & * * * *
stage of iteration = 1 No of NunsXeono - 14
lamda =“5.534 . Mu = .0004
Omega Enp EQP w delta self one;
4 0.0009 Oo 8451 0.2427 0,724S “5,0986
2 1.9000 2.9622 0.0109 Oo 6152 “4.5359
1 4.1000 6.7701 0,0038 0.8307 “2.9146
5 5.6000 7,1781 0.0011 0.4787 “3.9714
3 6.0000 7.7752 0.0003 0.2689 “8 o 762 9
3 6.4000 7,5030 0.0104 1o 5256 “4.5872
2 “6.7100 7.5439 0.9865 1„7414 “6.1638
1 “9.5100 10.1780 0.996S 1.1431 “6.1373
3 “12.6100 13.7253 0.9987 0.9909 “S.6132
********** ********** ********** ********** ********** ********** 
QUASIPARTICLE GD-STATE ENERGY = “88.82 MeV.
NUCLEI ENERGY "“166,30 MeV.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ************* Sf. * * * * * * * * * * * * ❖ * ❖ * * ❖ * * ******
- -"S- -
The next two tables give an example of the solutions 
obtainable from the equations of Chapter 4, with w-1 0.
The largeness of the self energy term is due to the 
addition of wr^, to the self energy as defined in the preceding 
tables.
gp, and gn are multiplicative factors to the proton 
and neutron forces respectively.
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J  LAW PHYSICS QUASIPARTICLES SOLUTIONS
TABAKIN POTENTIAL
stage of iteration = 0 ' BCS SOLUTION No. of Neutrons = 18
Lamda =-10.61 Mu = .0000
Omega Enp EQP vv delta self energy
4 0.0000 • 0.8194 0.7310 0.7267 “10.9844
2 - 1.9470 2.4612 0.0166 0.6283 -10.1731
1 3.9500 7.9839 0.0031 0.8821 “6.6207
5 5.6000 7.4581 0.0011 0.4888 “8.7637
3 ' 6.0000 8.3145 0.0002 0.2623 “8.2954
3 6.4000 6.0240 0.0168 1.5469 “11.1837
2 -7.3700 11.1875 0.9937 1.7661 “14.2829
1 -10.1700 13.1837 0.9981 1.1525 -13.5690
3 “13.2700 17.3241 0.9992 0.9741 -14.6325
jf: 3 ): >1< ;j; ^  >f: r}c  4: sfc sjc s[s >J< >};  ^^  JfC >): % ^  ^  H4 9{e ajt sjc sis sjc s(c s{c sji s}; ajc >j<  ^ >Jc # -Jfc >)c ^  % >$: j< sf^ jf; 5}:
stage of iteration = 0 BCS SOLUTION No. of Protons =
Lamda =-5.534 Mu = .0000
Omega Enp EQP vv delta self en
4 0,0000 0.8450 0.2427 0.7245 -10.9844
2 1.9000 2,9625 0.0109 0.6151 -10.1731
1 4.1000 6.7704 0.0038 0.8306 -6.6207
5 5.6000 7.1785 0.0011 0.47S6 -8.7637
3 6.0000 7.7756 0.0003 0.2689 -8.2954
OkJ 6.4000 7.5034 0.0104 1.5255 -11.1837
2 -6.7100 7.5451 0.9865 1.7413 -14.2829
1 -9.5100 10.1793 0.9968 1.1430 -13.5690
3 “12.6100 13.7266 0.9987 0,9908 -14.6325
< :j< >S< ij: 5}: if: if: if: jj; sjc if: >j; if: sj< if: if: if: if: if: if: if; if; sje
QUASIPROTON ENERGY = -88.821 MeV.
QUASINEUTRON ENERGY = -5.335 MoV.
COUPLING ENERGY = ”107,065 MeV.
TOTAL Q ENERGY = -201.221 MeV.
NUCLEI ENERGY = -469.598 MeV.
<Np>= 14.000 <Nn>= 18.000 \v= 1,000 gp- 1.000 gn=
!ft >f: 3{; jj: H< >jc # % % >jc >|c 3jc £ sj: ?•::[; >|< >f: 4: >f: 5j; :*: # >}: j< £ # :£ sj: >■< H< 4; >}: if: i!< if: >fc >|< >jc if: if: #  >!' K< ^  # H{ -i« >!' * % £ * * * H< * * * * # * *
J  IA ’7 PHYSICS QUASIPARTICLES SOLUTION
TABAKIN POTENTIAL
stage of iteration = 3 No, ox Neutrons = IS
Lamda --10.61 Mu = .0001
Cmega Enp EQI vv dolt; g o If energy
4 0.0000 0. 81 82 0.7313 0,7254 -10,9929
2 1.9470 2.4732 0. 01 63 0.6268 -10.1691
1 3.9500 7.9975 0. 0030 0.8798 -6.6155
5 5.6000 7.4S33 0.0011 0.4877 -3.7672
3 6.C000 8.3206 0.0002 0.2616 -8.2980
3 ' 6.4000 6.0392 0.0167 1.5458 -11.1765
2 -7.3700 11.1708 0.9937 1.7647 -14,2750
1 -10.1700 13.1715 0.9981 1.1503 -13.5656
3 -13.2700 17.3245 0.9992 0,9727 -14.6417
5^ ^  -l< >;< *  H'- >!' >jc >|c >;< i f >;< >;?: >;< >;< :•;< >;*>;< :>;< >;< if j;,- i,< >> >;< .-]< >;• >]< ^  ^
stago of iteration =: 3 No. of Protons = 14
Lard a =-11.40 Mu = .0003
Omega Enp EQP w delta self energy
4 0.0000 0.7825 0.2407 0.6690 -10.9930'
2 1.9000 3.1785 0.0077 0.5554 -10.1691
1 4.1000 8.9166 0.0019 0.7701 -6.6155
5 5.6000 S.2434 0,0007 0.4409 -8.7672
3 6.0000 ' 9.1038 0.0002 0.2315 -8.2930
r\
o 6.4000 6.7824 0. 011 s 1.4659 -11.1765
2 -6.7100 9.7304 0.9926 1.6725 -14.2741
1 -9.5100 11.7246 0,9979 1, 0663 -13.5647
3 -12.6100 15.8784 0.9992 0.9127 -14.6408
3(C #  5j< #  *  if: if >J: >;< >]< >j( if >;< if  sj< >;< j’c if ^  if if if if >>. if 3$: >;< £ jc ^ >|C >Jc jJoJ: >J: > jt :
QUASIPEGTGN ENERGY =  -6.660 MoV.
QUASINEUTPvCN ENERGY = -5.175 MeV.
COUPLING ENERGY = -107.146 MeV.
TCTAL Q ENERGY — -118.981 MeV.
NUCLEI ENERGY = -469.635 MeV.
<Np>= 14.000 <Nn>= 18,000 V —  1• 000 gp~ ToCOO gn= 1. 00 i
>;t >:< >;< ^  >;< if ijc >;< »;< #  £  #  if  ^ ;{;: >'/* ^  >{c 3{c ^  ^  >jc sjc % *  5^ % ^  ^  > i' >;< % >;< £  if if if  }{< if if if if >)::
2. EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS
We present a few tables of eigenvalues and eigen­
vectors for the Tabakin Potential. They are for two quasi­
particle states. The trend of the results is noticeable.
Eigenvectors and eigenvalues for the other nuclei 
and the Volkov Potential are available from the author..
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CAIJILM 42 Tabakin Potential
e-O-r Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
TDA RPA
E= 0.270 4.863 0.000
<J> <|> <|>
(1%l)2 .974 -.131 .978
(2p3/j)2 .132 .970 .130
(2p ^  .033 .163 .039
'Ogy)2 -.049 - .0 7 1 - .0 6 8
(2d>vt)2 -.019 - .0 3 6 -.027
- . 0 0 8 -.001 - .0 0 9  
(lfr/t)2 .160 .043 .172
(Id iy)2 -.034 .009 -.062
(2sy^ -.014 .001 - .0 1 8
(1cir/s)2 -.013 .002 -.021
The two quasiparticle spurious 
above*
J=6+
TDA RPA
E= 1.610 1.603
(1 fv4) 2 .997  .997
-*°79 -.080
CMfvf -'°07 -*007
(le^2dr/j) -.002 -.002
(1g?1dy) -.015 -.0152* />
(igo/ldjy) —.007 — .00o•1 ‘i
4.829
<p <P
.033 - .1 6 8 .014
.020 .9 67 -.000
.014 .164 -.000
-.017 -.078 • 0 0
-.007
00lAOas .000
.011 -.001 • 0 0 _2»
.037 .048 -.002
- .1 1 6 .008 -.024
-.044 .001 - .0 2 6
- .0 3 0 .002 -.013
state is given in the table
<P
.037
-.009
-.002
.000
.008
.006
-  4T i -
CALCIUM 42 Tabakin .Potential
J= 2 + Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
TDA PPA
1 .086 3.14-6 1 .028 3.119
4> <I> <P <p
1fv / .971 -.223 .971 .064 -.237 -.004
1 f%2p$i> .210 .960 .223 .011 .957 -.001
-.060 -.071 - .0 6 2 .018 -.072 .003
2pVl) ,04'4 .073 .046 .00? .076 -.001
2p5/2p4) -.039 - .0 6 6 -.042 -.003 -.063 -.003
2p^ i f^y — .023 -.063 -.023 «.oo4 — .063 - .0 0 3
2P'/,1lV .036 .0 67 .0^ -0 .003 .068 .000
1*v>2 ■ -.037 «=* .039 -.041 - .0 1 0 -.040 .001
'lS‘//2df/i) - • 0 1 8 - .0 3 0 -.019 - .0 0 2 -.031 -.001
.014 .012 .014 - .0 0 8 .012 -.002
2<X,f “.009 -.000 -.010 - .0 0 2 -.000 .001
2d%1dy>) .006 -.014 .005 - .0 0 8 —. 014 -.001
2dfj2syJ .003 ‘ .012 .003 - .0 0 2 .012 .001
2d9,1d%) .003 .005 .003 - .0 0 3 .003 .001
1f<-/ ,044 .010 ' .046- .009 .012 -.001
1d3// -.013 .004 -.015 -.023 .003 - .0 0 3
1d?,2s,/)<*j. (v - .0 0 6 -.003 - .0 0 8 -.020 — » 002 - .0 2 3
1d^1df/l) -.007' -.000 - .0 0 8 -.014 .000 —. 014
25,,!^ ) - .0 0 8 -.000 — .010 -.024 .000 - .0 1 7
-.003 .001 - .0 0 7 -.01? .001 -.002
-  / $1  -
CALCIUM 42 Tabakin Potential
J=4+ Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
TDA RPA
E= 1.493 3.473 1.473 ■3.471
<{> <l> <P <P
(if^ 2 • 992 -.097 .993 .039 - .0 9 8 -.004
.087 .937 .088 •- .0 0 0 .987 .003
(1f 2^pyi) - .0 3 8 -•097 -.039 --•001 -.097 - .0 0 1
(1f*1f%> -.063 - .0 3 0 - .0 6 3 • 004 - .0 3 1 • 003
(2p^1f^) -.040 -.033 -.041 ■- .0 0 6 -.033 -.003
(lev,)2 -.014 - •0 1 8 -.013 •-.003 - .0 1 8 .000
(1g*24f/l) -•003 -•022 -.003 ■-.000 -.022 -.001
(1g,1dvp - •0 1 8 -.013 —• 018 • 010 -.013 .000
( 1 Cl; 2 S yt) .010 .002 .010 - .0 0 6 .002 -.001
Clg^ ldf^ ) - .0 0 0 .004 - . 0 0 0 .002 .004 -.001
(2d^)2 - .0 0 3 .000 -.004 -.001 • 000 • 000
(2d^d;4) • 000 -.017 .0 0 0 -•003 -.017 - .0 0 0
(2d^1d^) .006 -.002 .006 -.004 -.002 .004
Of*)2 • 020 .007 .021 .003 .007 .001
(ld^dr4) -.010 • 000 -.011 -.021 • 000 - .0 0 6
(1d^)2 -•002 -•000 -.002 -.00? -.000 -•001
- HT-
CALCIUM 44 Tabakin Potential
J=2+ Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
TDA
E= 1 .189 2.871
dfvf .964 -.249
(lf?/,^2p^ ) .231 • 933
- .0 8 6 - .0 6 8
<2P\ > 2 • 030 .093
(2B/2py ) 
'X /x-
-.0*4-1 - .0 6 1
(2»41f9,?
-.024 - .0 3 6
(2p'/JL2 .037 *066
dgjp2 - .0 3 2 - .0 3 6
Og^2 d^ ) « .018 -.043
(leyt1dr/2 .017 .013
(2d^)2 - .0 0 8 -.002
(2di?1dy£) .006 - .0 1 8
(2ds?2 ^ ) .007 .016
(2d,?1d)?i0 .006 .006
.0*4-1 • 011-
(id*)2 -.020 .006
(ld^ 2s^ ) -.011 -.004
(id;/id )^ -.010 -.000
» K 't
(2s tA dtf) 'U « 't -.014 .000
-.010 .002
RPA
1 .128 ... - 2 .8 3 0
<p.
.963 .078 -.260 - .0 0 7
.243 .012 .950 -.003
- .0 8 8 .037 -.071 .013
.033 .0 1 3 ' .096 -.001
-.044 ' - .0 0 9 - .0 6 1 - .0 0 6
—. 026 - .0 0 7 - .0 3 6 — .010
.040 .009 .067 .001
-.036 - .0 1 8 -.037 .001
-.020 -.004 -.046 - .0 0 3
.017 - .0 0 9 .016 -.002
-.009 - .0 0 3 -.002 .001
-U00• -.010 - .0 1 8 — • 002
.007 -.001 .016 .002
.006 -.003 .006 .001
.043 .018 .012 -.003
-.021 -.013 .007 -.003
-.012 -.014 -.004 -.01'9
-.011 -.009 -.000 -.011
-.013 - .0 1 8 .001 -.013
-.011 -.012 .002 -.002
~/T6~
CALCIUM hb Tabakin Potential
J=*f+ Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
. TDA RPA
E= 1 .608 3 .1 0 8 1.596 3 .1 0 3
4» ti> <p
.990 -.113 .991 .033 — . 11 *l- - .0 0 7
.106 .990 .106 -.001 .990 .00 6
(1 f?/jdp,/L> -.039 - .0 3 6 - .0 3 6 -.001 - .0 3 6 -.001
-.071 -.038 - .0 7 2 .008 - .0 3 9 .007
-.039 -.OMf -.OkO - .0 1 3 -.0^ - .0 0 7
•=.012 - .0 1 3 - .0 1 3 - .0 0 6 - .0 1 3 -.000
(lg^2d^) -.003 - .0 1 8 - .0 0 3 -.000 - .0 1 8 -.002
-.020 - .0 1 6 - .0 1 9 .011 - .0 1 6 .000
o^2*7L) .011 .001 .011 - .0 0 6 .001 -.001
dg^ia^) -.001 .003 -.001 *.002 + .003 -.002
(2dr)2»V -.003 -.000 — 0 003 -.002 -.000 .000
(2dr/1dj,) .000 -.020 .000 -.002 -.020 — . 001
(2do1dt^ ) .007 -.003 .006 -,00*f - .0 0 3 © 006
.017 .003 .*o019 .010 .003 ©001
Odj/ld^) - .0 1 6 .000 - .0 1 7 - .0 1 3 .001 -.00*<-
(ld^)2 -.OO^ f -.000 -.00*1- - .0 0 3 -.000 -.000
-/r?-
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Summary. —  A  fa c to r c o n trib u tin g  to  tbe  apparent b ind ing-energy 
difference between 7HeA and 7BeA is tb e  p o s s ib ility  o f the  existence of 
an isom eric s tate fo r  7HeA . A  shell-m odel ca lcu la tion  has been perform ed 
fo r  the  E 2  decay ra te  from  th is  con jectured state and the  results suggest 
a low er l im it  o f 10~9 s fo r  the  life tim e . Comparison w ith  estimates of 
the  A  decay life tim e  fo r  7HeA adds w e igh t to  the  existence o f the  isom eric 
state.
1. -  Introduction.
Figure 1 shows a plot of the experimental binding energies (x) BA of the 
A-particle in nuclei against mass number A . With the assumption of charge 
symmetry for the A AT* interaction, the mirror hypernnclei are expected to 
have similar binding energies. For example, the pairs (4HA, 4HeA), (8LiA, 8BeA) 
have nearly equal binding energies. An exception occurs for the double mirror 
hypernuclei pair (7HeA,7BeA) where an energy difference of about 1 MeV is 
noticed. The energy difference between 7LiA and the (7HeA,7BeA) pair has 
been ascribed to spin dependence (2).
Various factors may contribute to the energy difference between 7IIeA and 
7BeA, for example, departure from charge symmetry (3) for the AAF interaction.
(x) The b ind ing  energy da ta are taken  from  the  tab le  on page 49 o f E .  L e v i - S e t t i : 
Proceedings of the In te rn a tio n a l Conference on Hyperfragments (C E EN  64-1).
(2) K . H . D a l i t z :  The Nuclear In teractions of the Hyperons (EF IN S-62-9).
(3) M . R a i m d n d  : (E F IN S -63-63). The analysis o f the  b ind ing  energies o f 4HeA 
and 4PIa  gives A B a =  (0 .30±0 .14 ) MeV, and because of a negative te rm  in  the  theore tica l 
estimates o f AB A from  Coulomb effects, th is  resu lt gives a strong in d ica tion  o f charge 
asym m etry in  th e  AJV in te ra c tio n .
2 J .  L A W [ 808]
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F ig. 1. -  B in d in g  energies B A o f lig h t 
liv p e rf ragments vs. mass num ber A . 
The value fo r  7HeA is obta ined by  
averaging over the  ve ry  w ide  spread 
o f the  experim enta l results fo r a ll 
measured decays, w h ile  A ' and B ' 
ind ica te  the  conjectured separate B A 
fo r  the  ground and excited  state of 
7HeA («).
Be.
A
Be.
P He.
He.
He.
Another factor concerns the differ­
ent character of the parent nuclei 
6He, 6Be (4), in which tighter bind­
ing of the 6He core in 7HeA may 
contribute to the energy differ­
ence. However, estimates by B o d ­
m e r  and M u r p h y  (5) indicate 
that this is not so.
An explanation of a quite differ­
ent character is that of P x ie w s k i  
and D a h y s z  (6). Suppose the A
were bound to the 2+ state at
1.71 MeV above ground of 6He 
instead of to the ground state, 
then this gives rise to an excited 
hyperfragment 7HeA. The sub­
traction of the excitation energy 
leads to a low value of the bind­
ing energy for the A particle. 
This, of course depends on the lifetime for y-transition of the excited state to 
ground. If this is shorter than that for the A-decay of the hyperfragment, 
then this conjecture would be ruled out. This is considered in Sect. 3 to 7,
and the y-lifetime for an E 2  transition to ground is found to have a lower
limit of HP9 s.
8 10  
mass no. (A )
12 1A 16
( 4 )  D .  I I .  W i l k i n s o n  : In te rn a tion a l Conference on H igh-Energy Physics and Nuclear 
Structure  (CERN 1964).
(5) A . R . B o d m e r  and J. W . M u r p i i y :  The p-Shell H ypernucle i and the AJ\P in te r­
action  (U n ive rs ity  o f Manchester, P re p rin t 1964).
(°) J. P n i e w s k i  and M. D a n y s z :  Phys. Lett., 1, 142 (1962).
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2. - A-decay lifetime.
The free A particle has a lifetime of 2.5-HA10 s. Its decay modes are
A — p7t~,
117T0,
with the tA/tt" ratio close to 0.5.
For the case of a bound A particle in nuclei, Pauli’s principle plays a major 
role in suppressing or enhancing particular decay modes. Other modes (7) than 
the above are possible in nuclei. The AJ\P-» JVJ\0 decay proceeds through 
the weak interaction (AI^O).
Dalitz (7>8) has made various estimates of A-decay rates for light hyper- 
fragments. ITe find that the -mnode in 5IIeA is already suppressed by a factor 
of about 0.31, while in 13CA it is 0.14. For thenonmesic decay, the rate increases 
from 0.45 7 A for 5ITeA through 1.5 7 A for 13CA (FA = decay rate for free 
A-particle). His estimates appropriate to B A — 5.5 MeV for 7HeA would give 
0.44 r A for the mesic decay rate and 0.70 FA for the nonmesic decay rate, 
the total decay rate being 1.15 7^ . The actual lifetime of 7HeA would be 
affected by the lower B A value. This would increase the mesic rate and lower 
the nonmesic rate. For A-decay from 7HeA, with still lower 7>A, one could hope­
fully estimate the decay rate as the free A-decay rate.
The relevant formula for estimating the total decay rate is
r  — 'Fn- { l + 7f0 + Q) ,
where R 0 is the 7t°/7T~ ratio and Q is the nonmesic to the mesic decay ratio. 
I3hem and Steinberg (9) have measured the lifetimes of 3HA, 4HA, 5HeA and 
comparing the experimental decay rates with that obtained from the above 
formula (using Dalitz’s estimates of Fn-) they found that the experimental 
rates are consistently higher. Thus in estimating the A-decay rate for 7HeA 
as Fa , one would hope not to be far wrong.
( 7 )  K . .  I I .  D a l i t z :  The Strong and Wealc In teractions of Bound  A  Particles  
(E F IN S -63-29).
(8) R .  H . D a l i t z :  P riv a te  com m unications.
(9) E . J. P r e m  and P. I I .  S t e i n b e r g :  (Tecli. re p o rt 363, U n iv e rs ity  o f M ary land , 
1964).
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3. - E2 transition in 7IIeA.
Elton- (]0) lias performed a shell-model calculation for the A72 transition for 
the isomeric state of 7IIeA in first order perturbation using harmonic oscillator 
Avavef unctions in L -8 coupling. The assumption used was that the A particle 
acts as a spectator, its only effect being to reduce the spring constant for the 
lp-shcll from a — 1.6 fermi to l.Sfermi. The result for the lifetime of this 
excited state was found to be 5.5 -ICE10 s. This is twice as long as the free 
A lifetime, and adds weight to the Pniewski-Danysz conjecture.
We have improved this calculation by performing an exact diagonalization 
of the Hamiltonian for the set of all harmonic oscillator functions with eigen­
values E 0 +2/toj, where E 0 is the eigenvalue for the lowest harmonic oscillator 
state. As a check a fourth-order perturbation calculation for the same set of 
states has been performed. Mixing in of higher states seems physically less 
likely and Lodhi (1J) has shown for the similar case of fiLi that they contribute 
negligibly.
The transition probability with the emission of a quantum E y is (12) 
where
(2) <«„„> =  « 2 C l a ^ o y i i ) ,
E.{ =  Ulce, and eq,• is the charge of the j-th nucleon. With shell-model wave 
functions in L-S coupling we have /ipi ( L = 2 ,  S =  0, T = l ,  T 3 — —  1) and 
ipf (L =  o, S =  0, T =  1, T z = —  1). Approximating the nuclear wavefunctions. 
to lowest terms (ls)4(lp)2> tbe quadrupole amplitude is
(3) «?23/> = —  {5l27tfqea2,
where eq is the effective charge on each of the two Ip neutrons. In terms of 
the effective charge the transition rate is
(4) T(E2) = A e W cKM'V •
(10) L . R. B. E l t o n : Phys. Lett., 2, 41 (1962); 5, 96 (1963). The calcula tions in
these papers Avere a fac to r 2tc out. W hen corrected the  life tim e  is 5.5 -lO -10 s.
(u ) M. A . K . L o o m :  P riv a te  com m unication.
(12) ,T. M. B latt and Y. F . W e t s s k o p f: Theoretical Nuclear Physics (N ew  York,
1955).
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Following Elton, we have estimated the effective charge by calculating 
the effect of a more general residual two-body interaction F(12) between the 
nucleons.
4. -  Wavefunctions.
The following configurations with one- and two-particle excitations of 
energy up to 2Uco were considered (r/)„):
*Pn
(is)4 (Fd2
( Is )4 I p  2p 
( Is )4 I p  I f  
( Is )4 (2s)2
(Is)4 (ltd2
( Is )4 2s 1(7 
( Is )3 ( Ip )2 2s 
( Is )3 ( lp ) 2 lcZ
The nuclear wavefunctions are thus
(5)
(6)
=  Cn<Pm,
n=0
7
f f  =  J  DnCpnt •
With the coupling scheme employed, I)6, I)1, CB further splits into three terms 
D bst, D w , (76S2, (£=0,1; T =  0,1) and C7 into six terms C7LST {L  =  0,2; 
£ = 0,1; T  =  0 ,1). Since some of the configurations do not contribute, one 
finds that i/q has 14 terms and ipf , 10 terms.
The technique of second quantization (13) were used to antisymmetrize the 
wavefunctions and to evaluate matrix elements.
Using the above wavefunctions the quadrupole amplitude in lowest order is
<Q,m) = /H ea- 16 n la 1 0 \ + L l {d  - P d  \P'O I L 7000 /— L 700I I A /— 1-^ 700 /— XJ1Q\ )\  V  2 /  V  5 \  V  2 /
( 1 3 )  G .  E .  B k o w n :  Lecture on M any-B ody Problems (N o rd ita  1962); B .  I f .  E a s l e a  
Lecture on M any-B ody Problems (P ittsbu rg , 1963); 1). J. T i i o u e e s s :  M any-Body
Problem  (New Y o rk , 1961).
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which gives q to Tbe
( 7 ) = y t  [*• (°
i
V27000 /o 7^001 V o A^oo — Aoi j
5. -  Approximations (13).
The Sclirodinger equation to be solved is
(8)
wliere
(H -j- V) ip = E y  ,
E<pn =  Wn(pn .
By setting
V =  <po + <5i <p + 8z<p + ••• j = F70 + <5XW +  <5a W +  ..., 
wo find, on inserting in (8) and equating correct order terms
P
dn? = j j  VSn^Cp ,
v = E-  W 0 =  F00 +  2' F0„ T,r- % T7r F„o +  2' A™ 1 vnm T7y--,I7.- Fmo +  ... ,Ifio —  W,n  mn TF0— W n nmW 9- W m
where P is tlie projection operator and V mn — (<pnl, Vcpn). For tlie configura­
tions we are considering, TF0 — Wn =  e =  —  2/no, G0 — 1 and
(9) G = £ ~ 1F0J^  +  £ -22 , F0„F„Jf +  e -32 / VonVnmVmM ,
n m n
(10) , =  v„ +  e- .1' VI + e-°- 2 ' r ,nr„v „, + *-> r  -
n nm  p nm
to fourth-order expansion.
Expansion (5) of tlie wavefunctions leads to tlie matrix equation for tlie 
expansion coefficients Gn
F 0o T oi V "11 0 N ~G0~ ~G0-
(11)
F o  ( 1 li +  2 /ho) Av G1
=  v
Gx
_ Ao (V»x + 2 Tuo)_ Q *. _A_
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6. -  Two-body potential.
The general two-body potential may be written as (14)
F(12) =  (W  +  BPa -  HP, - MP,P,) F (fIS) ,
where the P ’s are the exchange operators. The radial dependence we will 
assume to be Yukawa. This is expanded as
v (r n) = 1  M r , , r2)P k{cos co12) ,
k
with
i
27c 4-1 r
fk{rlf r2) = — -— J V (r12) P k{x) dx
-i
and
n r u ) =  F 0 — 6 x p [ - r u /jB].
1^2
The exchange mixture considered is that used by Sopeii (15) who derived 
it in the intermediate coupling model and found it representative for light 
nuclei. The values are
W =  0.4 , B  =  0.17 . H  = 0.1, M  = 0.33 .
7. -  Results of calculations.
Calculations were performed by choosing the range B and depth V0 of the 
Yukawa potential such that the experimental energy difference PY between 
the excited state and ground was reproduced. The main task was that of eva­
luating the matrix elements, which was done with the help of the Wigner- 
Eekart theorem (1G). The radial part reduced to integrals of the form
F k(m, m') =  I " i f f ax*) exP ~  ^a] *1*2 &xi 5
which can easily be evaluated by the method of Fokd and K onopenski (1V).
(14) Y . G i l l e t : N ucl. Phys., 51, 410 (1964).
(15) J . M . S o p e r :  P h il.  M ag., 2, 1 2 1 9  ( 1 9 5 7 ) .
( 1 G )  A .  K .  E d m o n d s : A ng u la r Momentum, in  Quantum  Mechanics (P rinceton, 1 9 5 7 ) .
CO *o
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Ho,suits of first order perturbation are shown in Table I. We note tliat 
they are consistent witb tlie result obtained by Elton.
T a b le  I .  -  I te m lts  o f f irs t-o rd e r p e rtu rb a tio n  ca lcu la tions . (Soper exchange m ixture ).
(fe rm i) E (MeV) B (fe rm i) -To (MeV) — ? T (1 0 -Bs -1) t v(101b s)
1.6 1.70 1.15 64.8 0.133 1.60 6.3
1.70 1.40 47.9 0.136 1.68 5.9
1.5 1.71 1.17 57.3 0.119 1.04 9.86
1.70 1.00 73.4 0.115 0.91 11.00
In Table II, are tlie results got by summing tlie perturbation series to fourth 
order. Here tlie results for the lifetime are about a factor of 10 greater than
T a b le  I I .  -  Besults of fou rth -o rde r p e rtu rb a tio n  ca lcu la tions. (Soper exchange m ix tu re ).
a (fe rm i) 1 E (MeV) B (fe rm i) — Va (MeV) — q
1.6 1.859 1.17 25 0.048 3.26 3.06
1.703 I 1.17 i 24 0.046 1.96 5.11
1.557 1.17 23 0.044 1.16 8.61
1.5 1.602 1.17 22 0.042 0.92 10.90
1.325 1.17 20 0.039 0.30 33.34
2.220 1.00 35 0.050 6.66 1.50
1.614 1.00 30 0.044 1.02 9.76
1.228 1.00 1 26 0.038 0.202 49.57
T( 10-8 s-i) | T (io»s)
the first-order results. The range and depth of the potential are also much 
more satisfactory.
Finally, the results obtained by diagonalization of the Hamiltonian are 
given in Table III.
As a matter of interest, the exchange mixture was changed to that derived 
by Peaslee (18) for effective two-body interactions in nuclear matter. The 
values for the mixture are
IV =, 0.475 , • B = 0.025 , H = 0.305 , M  = 0.195 .
Tlie results are exhibited in Tables I Yu and I Yb.
(17) K . \V. F ord and E. J. Konopixski: Nucl. Flips., 9, 218 (1958).
(18) I ) ,  C. P e a s le e :  P hys. Bev., 124, 839 (1961).
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T a b le  I I I .  -  Results from  d iagonalization.  (Soper exchange m ix tu re ).
a  (fe rm i) E  (MeV) R  (fe rm i) - T o  (M eV) —  7 T (1 0 -8 s-1) - r „ ( l0 9 s)
1.6 1.854
1.669
1.17
1.17
ii
i 24 
23
0.042
0.041
2.44 
| 1.37
4.10
7.32
1.5 1.706
1.685
1.17
1.00
■ 22 
30
0.039
0.040
1.06
1.09
9.40
9.20
T a b le  IV  a. — Results from  fourth-order pertu rba tion . (Peaslee’s m ix tu re ).
a  (ferm i) E  (MeV) R  (fe rm i) - 7 0 (MeV) —  7 T (1 0 -8 s -1) T y(l09 S)
1.5 1.931
1.464
1.00
1.00
40
35
0.057
0.050
4.30
0.84
2.33 
11.91 !
T a b le  I V  b. -  Result from  diagona lization .  (Peaslee’s m ix tu re ).
a  (fe rm i) E  (MeV) R  (ferm i) - V o  (MeV)
l
— q T ( l0 - 8 s-x) 1 Ty(109 s)
i  r  1  . t > 1.502 1.00 35 0.046 0.788 i 12.69
8. -  Discussion and conclusion.
The matrix elements depended strongly on the parameters used, and as 
evident from Tables II and III and eq. (4), this provides the wide fluctuation 
in the lifetime. From the tendency of the results one can conclude that the 
E2 lifetime is at least greater than 10~9 s. Pniewski and Danysz suggested 
that the excited state should have E y = (1.8 ±0.6) MeV, and from Tables II 
and III, we note that this is consistent with our lower estimate. This lower 
limit is definitely greater than the free A-decay lifetime. But since most identified 
7HeA are from tty-decay modes, one should really compare the E2 rate with 
the nr-decays rates. Dalitz’s estimates of 0.44 r A for the mesic decay rates 
would set an upper limit on the mesic decay lifetime of 7HeA i.e., r n(7HeA) <  
<0.57-10_9s, which is comparable with the lower limit for the E2 lifetime.
Thus the results add weight to the Pniewski and Danysz conjecture for this 
isometric state.
Another interesting feature concerns the parameters for the residual inter­
action. Singlet scattering length and effective range in JVW scattering are fitted 
by R — 1.17 fermi, Y0 =  —  48 MeV (12). As noticed from the tables, the depth 
s reduced by about (30 4-50) % in the residual interaction.
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Ill ASS UNTO (*)
U n  i'attore d ie  contribuisce a ll’apparente differenza d e ll’energia di legarue fra 7H eA 
e 7B e^  e la  possib ile  esistenza  di tino sta to  isom erieo del 7H e^ . Si 6 e ffe ttu ato , in base al 
m odello a strati, un calcolo del rapporto di decadim ento E 2 da questo ip o tetico  sta to  
ed i r isu lta ti suggeriscono per la  v ita  m edia  un  lirnite inferiore di 10_ 9 s. II confronto  
con le  v a lu taz ion i del periodo m edio d e l decadim ento A del 7!Ie^  da peso a ll’ipotesi 
d ell’esistenza  d i questo sta to  isom erieo.
(*) Traduzione a cura della Redazione.
